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ABSTRACT The boom in the capabilities and features of mobile devices, like smartphones, tablets, and
wearables, combined with the ubiquitous and affordable Internet access and the advances in the areas of
cooperative networking, computer vision, and mobile cloud computing transformed mobile augmented
reality (MAR) from science fiction to a reality. Although mobile devices are more constrained computa-
tionalwise from traditional computers, they have a multitude of sensors that can be used to the development
of more sophisticated MAR applications and can be assisted from remote servers for the execution of their
intensive parts. In this paper, after introducing the reader to the basics ofMAR, we present a categorization of
the application fields together with some representative examples. Next, we introduce the reader to the user
interface and experience in MAR applications and continue with the core system components of the MAR
systems. After that, we discuss advances in tracking and registration, since their functionality is crucial to
any MAR application and the network connectivity of the devices that run MAR applications together with
its importance to the performance of the application. We continue with the importance of data management
in MAR systems and the systems performance and sustainability, and before we conclude this survey, we
present existing challenging problems.

INDEX TERMS Mobile augmented reality, mobile computing, human computer interaction.

I. INTRODUCTION
During the last decade, Mobile Augmented Reality (MAR)
attracted interest from both industry and academia. MAR
supplements the real world of a mobile user with computer-
generated virtual contents. The intensity of the virtual con-
tents and their affect on the view of the mobile user determine
the reality or the virtuality, in the case of intense graphics
that change the original view, of the mobile user. Figure 1
depicts the categorisation between the different versions of
reality and virtuality. Real Reality is the environment of the
user without the use of any device while Virtual Reality is
the reality that users experience, which is unrelated with
their environment and is completely generated by a computer.
Mobile technology improvements in built-in cameras, sen-
sors, computational resources and mobile cloud computing
have made AR possible on mobile devices.

The advances on human computer interaction interfaces,
mobile computing, mobile cloud computing, scenery under-
standing, computer vision, network caching and device to
device communications have enabled new user experiences
that enhance the way we acquire, interact and display infor-
mation within the world that surrounds us. We are now able
to blend information from our senses and mobile devices in
myriad ways that were not possible before.

FIGURE 1. Order of reality concepts ranging from Reality (left) to
Virtuality (right) as presented in [7].

Cloud infrastructure and service providers continue to
deploy innovative services to breed new MAR applications.
The MAR-based mobile apps and mobile advertising market
is more than $732 million [1]. By considering all the defi-
nitions from various researchers in the past [2]–[6], we can
conclude that MAR:

1) combines real and virtual objects in a real environment,
2) is interactive in real time,
3) registers and aligns real and virtual objects with each

other, and
4) runs and/or displays the augmented view on a mobile

device.
Any system with all above characteristics can be regarded

as a MAR system. A successful MAR system should enable
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users to focus on application rather than its implementa-
tion [8]. During the last years, many case specific MAR
applications have been developed with the most of them in
the areas of tourism and culture and education while there
is currently huge interest in MAR games. Pokemon GO,1

for example, is a well-known MAR application that offers
location-based AR mobile game experience. Pokemon GO
shares many features with a previous similar MAR applica-
tion, named Ingress2 and although it gain huge popularity
the first days after its release, by generating almost 2 million
US dollars revenue per day, it is now loosing its popularity.3

Some more examples are the work of Billinghurst et al. [9],
who examined the impact of an augmented reality system
on students’ motivation for a visual art course and the work
of Geiger et al. [10] who discussed location-based MAR
applications.

Since the applicability of MAR is very broad, we ded-
icate a big part of this survey on the presentation and
discussion of these cases. Due to their mobile nature,
most MAR applications tend to run on mobile/wearable
devices, such as smart glasses, smartphones, tablets, or
even in some cases laptops. A mobile application can be
categorised as a MAR application if it has the following
characteristics:

Input: It considers the various sensors of the device (cam-
era, gyroscope, microphone, GPS), as well as any
companion device [11].

Processing: It determines the type of information that is
going to render in the screen of the mobile device.
In order to do that it may require access stored
locally in the device or in a remote database.

Output: It projects its output to the screen of the mobile
device together with the current view of the user
(i.e. It augments the reality of the user).

AR glasses are the best option for ubiquitous mobile AR
as the projected information is directly superimposed to the
physical world, although their computing power is limited
and, due to that, most applications remain quite basic. Smart-
phones are also a good option, due to their higher computing
power and portability, but require the user to ‘‘point and hold’’
for being able to benefit from AR applications. Tablets, PC
and laptops start to get cumbersome and limit their use to
specific operations.

Due to specific mobile platform requirements, MAR suf-
fers from additional problems such as computational power
and energy limitations. It is usually required to be self-
contained so as to work in unknown environments. A typical
MAR system comprises mobile computing platforms, soft-
ware frameworks, detection and tracking support, display,
wireless communication, and data management. There are
also cases where the mobile users are interacting with the
application using external controllers [12]. Jain et al. [13] in

1http://www.pokemongo.com
2https://www.ingress.com
3http://expandedramblings.com/index.php/pokemon-go-statistics/

their work in the OverLay project discuss the requirements of
an MAR system to be functional.

The most widely adapted devices for AR are also the
least powerful due to their high portability. Depending on the
generality of an application, (1) the storage and (2) rendering
capabilities of the device as well as (3) its connectivity to
the Internet, parts of it may be executed in a cloud surro-
gate [14]. Vision-based applications are almost impossible
to run on wearables, and very difficult on smartphones since
they require capable GPUs [15], [16]. Some operations only
run flawlessly on a desktop computer, or even on some dedi-
cated server. Computation offloading solutions can therefore
be used for the execution of heavy computations to a distant
but more powerful device. The capabilities of the surrogate
devices and accessibility vary on their type and the considered
network architecture. The one extreme it can be a smartphone
that works as a companion device to a smart glass device,
while the other extreme it can be a virtual machine with
almost infinite processing, memory and storage resources.
In between there are FoG and D2D solutions.

Another important parameter is the memory and the stor-
age requirements of the mobile applications. MAR browsers,
for example, are projecting virtual objects in the view of the
mobile users [17]. A virtual object can be a simple text, a two
dimensional shape, a three dimensional shape or even a video.
Each object can be associated with a location as well as with
other objects and mobile users. The amount of the potential
virtual objects is huge and this makes impossible as well
as wasteful for a mobile device to store all of them locally.
In such cases theMAR application is assisted byDatabase-as-
a-Service (DBaaS) solution [18] and implements caching and
pre-fetching algorithms in order to make sure that the needed
virtual objects are stored locally. Figure 2 shows the basic
components of a MAR system.

FIGURE 2. An abstract representation of the components of a MAR
system. Most of the components are located in the smart device, that is
responsible for the execution of the MAR application. An eye tracking
device can offer better quality of experience to the mobile users since it
allows them to not use their hands on the application execution. A cloud
server is required for storing the virtual objects.

Furthermore, deep learning solutions have been currently
utilised by MAR application developers for scenery and
object recognition since it is one of the core parts of the MAR
applications that needed input from the ambient environment
of the mobile user. Pre-trained models are usually deployed
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TABLE 1. Several representative MAR applications.

in cloud servers and the mobile applications are imposing ad
hoc queries [19]–[22].

It is easy to see that the capabilities of any device are only
limited by the network access due to its core importance in
both computation offloading as well as in content retrieval.
Due to the potentially large amount of physical and virtual
objects to process, offloaded MAR applications may require
large amounts of bandwidth. Similarly, due to its real time
and interactive properties, MAR is also drastically latency
constrained.

In this survey, we first present the application fields of
the MAR applications and some representative applications
(Section II), next we discuss the advances in user inter-
faces and user experience evaluation (Section III). After
that, we provide details about the available system compo-
nents in the MAR ecosystems (Section IV). After these we
discuss in detail the existing solutions regarding tracking
and registration (Section V) as well as the effect of the
underlying network connectivity (Section VI) and the data
management (Section VII). Finally, we present the factors
of the system performance sustainability (Section VIII) and
the challenges (Section IX) before we conclude the survey
(Section X).

II. APPLICATION FIELDS
The huge spread of mobile devices and the appearance of
wearable devices and smart glasses together with advances
on computer vision have given wide applicability to MAR
applications. In this section we present some representative
applications on the following general categories: Tourism
and Navigation (Section II-A), Entertainment and Advertise-
ment (Section II-B), Training and Education (Section II-C),
Geometry Modeling and Scene Construction (Section II-D),
Assembly and Maintenance (Section II-E) and Information
Assistant Management (Section II-F). Last, in Section II-H

we present some representative MAR applications that are
listed in Table 1.

A. TOURISM AND NAVIGATION
Researchers at Columbia University built a MAR prototype
for campus exploration [23], [24]. It overlaid virtual informa-
tion on items in visitor’s vicinity when they walked around
campus. Dahne and Karigiannis [25] developed Archeogu-
ide to provide tourists w ith interactive personalized infor-
mation about historical sites of Olympia. Tourists could
view computer-generated ancient structure at its original site.
Fockler et al. [26] presented an enhanced museum guidance
system PhoneGuide to introduce exhibitions. The system
displayed additional information on mobile phones when
visitors targeted their mobile phones at exhibits. They imple-
mented a perception neuronal network algorithm to recognize
exhibits on mobile phone.

Elmqvist et al. [27] proposed a three-dimensional vir-
tual navigation application to support both path finding
and highlighting of local features. A hand gesture interface
was developed to facilitate interaction with virtual world.
Schmalstieg et al. [28] constructed a MAR-based city nav-
igation system. The system supported path finding and real
object selection. When users selected a item in real world,
virtual information was overlaid on view of real items.

Tokusho and Feiner [29] developed a ‘‘AR street view’’
systemwhich provided an intuitive way to obtain surrounding
geographic information for navigation. When users walked
on a street, street name, virtual paths and current location
were overlaid on real world to give users a quick overview
of environment around them. Radha and Dasgupta [30] pro-
posed to integrate mobile travel planner with social networks
using MAR technologies to see feedback and share experi-
ences. Vert and Vasiu [31] review the existing projects on
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Linked Data in MAR applications for tourism. They address
issues with data quality and trust, as in tourist applications the
visitors rely on to visit the surroundings environment.

Furthermore, large scale integration for spatial data needs
to be taken in future work. i-Street is an Android MAR appli-
cation to read street plates from a video flow. The application
will overlay information such as walking distances from POIs
and targets tourist visiting a new city. Kasapakis et al. [32]
present a MAR building recognition application, KnossosAR.
The system provides object occlusion, and raycasting tech-
niques to offer a better understanding for users about their
surroundings. The application uses hidden markers in POIs
to overlay the content, and audio as an alternative feedback
for the AR experience. The goal of this dissertation [33] is
to explore new ways to interact with cultural and historical
sites throughMAR applications. They develop an application
that relies in a physical map to overlay AR content. The
authors address possibly issues in case of applications that
use network connectivity to provide content.

Geiger et al. [10] focuses on the implementation of a
efficient MAR application. AR applications usually need
based-location systems, inertia sensors and require heavy
computational tasks in order to render the AR content in real-
time. The authors provides also some insights in order to
design and implement the core framework of an MAR appli-
cation (Augmented Reality Engine Application, AREA).
Mobile device resources and energy consumption are taken
into account in AREA to design the application, and as part
of their future work they want to address indoor localization
to provide location-based services for MAR applications.

Jain et al. [13] develop a MAR application (Overlay)
to serve as historical tour guide. They use multiple object
detection and inner motion sensor to provide better indoor
location accuracy and therefore, a better AR experience.
They have an extensive analysis about latency and how sen-
sor optimizations (time, full, rotation) affects the accuracy.
Nartz et al. [34] propose the car as the device to show AR
content and offer a novel alternative to navigation systems.
The framework displays AR content such as path, gas station
information on the user’s mobile device (i.e., smartphone,
PDA, tablet). The authors present a prototype of their system
implemented on the car’s windscreen.

They also point out some of the issues of wearable AR
devices due to their size, and the need of MAR devices that
merge seamlessly with the user’s environment. JoGuide [35]
is a MAR application to help tourist to recognize areas,
locate POIs, and overlay the corresponding information using
an Android smartphone. The authors use gelocation-based
approach gathering information from users’ GPS and web
services such as foursquare.4 Shi et al. [36] propose a MAR
application for individual location recommendation. They use
object detection and GPS data to identify the image and
locate, then the application renders the corresponding infor-
mation on the user’s display. The experiment results show

4https://foursquare.com/

an improvement on accuracy when the application uses both
location and image recognition instead of only GPS location,
60% versus 40%. Vert and Vasiu [37] present a model and an
implemented prototype that integrates open and government
data in a MAR tourism application. Tourist are willing to
be provided with context-sensitive and dynamic informa-
tion. One suitable solution is integrating linked open sources
to overcome the current static-content MAR applications
(i.e., applications that overlays Wikipedia information). This
paper proposes the guidelines to implement such linked data
MAR system. The authors highlight some issues during the
prototype implementation regarding POIs names and position
vary between sources, and the significant amount of manual
effort to translate the data. This paper [38] presents a reusable
MAR framework to address the repetitive and crucial task
of outdoor visualization. The authors claim that the existing
software does not provide a fast development environment
for testing and research. Therefore, they propose a framework
that will be pluggable using Object Oriented Design (OOD)
techniques and modular design.

B. ENTERTAINMENT AND ADVERTISEMENT
Renevier and Nigay [2] developed a collaborative game based
on Studierstube. The game supports two users to play virtual
3D chess on a real table. Piekarski and Thomas [39] proposed
an outdoor single-player MAR games ARQuake. It enabled
players to kill virtual 3D monsters with physical props.
Cheok et al. [40] developed anMAR game for multiplayers in
outdoor environment. They embed Bluetooth into objects to
associate them with virtual objects. System could recognize
and interact with virtual counterparts when players interacted
with real objects. Players kill virtual enemies by physical
touch other players in real world. Henrysson et al. [41]
built a face-to-face collaborative 3D tennis game on Symbian
mobile phones. Mobile phone was used as tangible racket to
hit virtual ball. Hakkarainen and Woodward [42] created a
similar table tennis MAR game. They proposed a color-based
feature tracking approach to improve runtime performance.
The game was feasible and scalable in various conditions as
it required no pre-definedmarkers. Morrison et al. [43] devel-
oped aMARmapMapLens to superimpose virtual content on
paper map when users targeted mobile phones at paper map.
The system was used to help players complete their game.
There are also many MAR applications exploited to augment
advertisements.

The website [44] list several MAR-based apps for adver-
tisement. Absolut displayed augmented animation to show
consumers how vodka was made as users point their mobile
phones at a bottle of vodka. Starbucks enable customers to
augment their coffee cups with virtual animation scenes.
Juniper research [1] estimated that MAR-based mobile apps
and mobile advertising market would reach $732 million
in 2014. Panayiotou [45] develops a game inspired by
the platform puzzle game Lemmings for MAR systems.
They use the Vuforia SDK to develop the AR game
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(virtual object, tracking), and Microsoft Kinect5 to scan the
3D real environment. The participants’ results in the authors’
designed experiment show immersion game features.
Chalvatzaras et al. [46] develop a MAR application for
visitors to experience the historical center of a Greek city. The
evaluation of their application show that MAR applications
create an immersive experience, also the game interaction
should be simple enough not to affect the performance and
engagement of users. Kim and Kim [47] design a markerless
MAR application for advertisement. The application uses
Vuforia SDK to scan the real object and overlay to effectively
convey the information of advertisement.

Olsson et al. [48] realize a user case study ofMAR services
in shopping centers. The authors conduct 16 semi-structured
interview with 28 participants in shopping centers. From
the experiment results, authors claim that MAR applications
have great potential to provide context-sensitivity, emotions,
engagement. Furthermore, the results show also some guide-
lines for building the next UX for MAR applications such
as audio-visual feedback, readability, and accuracy of AR
content. Dacko [49] discusses how and why the use of MAR
applications can impact the retail market. They conduct a
large-scale survey across United States smartphone users.
The experiment findings show thatMAR applications can add
more value to the shopping experience, such as more detailed
information, users’ product ratings. However, designers need
to be careful with the privacy settings as it is one of the most
mentioned concern of the participants. For example, giving
too much personal information to an application.

C. TRAINING AND EDUCATION
The Naval Research Lab (NRL) developed a MAR-based
military training system [50] to train soldiers for mili-
tary operations in different environments. The battlefield
was augmented with virtual 3D goals and hazards which
could be deployed beforehand or dynastically at run time.
Traskback and Haller [51] used MAR technology to augment
oil refinery training. Traditional training was conducted in
classrooms or on-site when the plant was shut down for safety
consideration. The system enabled on-site device-running
training so that trainees could look into run-time workflow.
Klopfer et al. [52] proposed a collaborative MAR education
system for museum. Players use Pocket PCs and walkie-
talkies to interview virtual characters and operate virtual
instruments. To finish the task, children were encouraged to
engage in exhibits more deeply and broadly. Schmalstieg and
Wagner [53] built a MAR game engine based on Studierstube
ES. In order to finish the task, players had to search around
with cues displayed on handheld device when players pointed
their handheld device at exhibits. Freitas and Campos [54]
developed an education system SMART for low-grade stu-
dents. Virtual 3D models such as cars and airplanes were
overlaid on real time video to demonstrate concepts of trans-
portation and animations.

5https://developer.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/kinect

In [55] authors study users’ engagement during a collab-
orative AR game. Bower et al. [56] discuss the pedagogical
potential that AR can bring to mainstream society and edu-
cational system. The paper presents a learn by design case
studied in School of Arts, which resulted in higher creativity
and critical analysis. The authors suggest that it is impor-
tant for educators to keep updating their knowledge about
AR technologies in order to prepare themselves and their
classes for future developments. They also mentioned the
use of smartphones and tablets to provide the AR scenarios
in the learning process. Koutromanos et al. [57] realized
an extensive relative literature about AR and informal and
informal education environments. The paper also provides
several study insights whose prove the evidence of positive
outcome regarding student learning. Reference [58] is an up-
to-date survey on AR in education, which includes factors
such as uses, advantages, features, and effectiveness of the
AR approach.

The number of AR studies has incremented significantly
since 2013, the majority of these studies report that the
inclusion of AR in education environments can lead to better
learning performance and student engagement. Furthermore,
the authors suggest as future work, additional interactive
strategies to enhanced first-hand experiences, and lengthen-
ing the time span of the research AR studies. Pence [59]
explains the advantages and disadvantages of the different
approaches to mark real objects for AR environments, and
the forthcoming opportunities for museums and libraries.
Lan et al. [60] propose a mobile peer-assesment AR frame-
work, in which the students can present their own work
and evaluate others. Furthermore, the system also provide
location-based adaptive content and how their work can be
applied in real scenarios. As previous papers, the frame-
work leans on better understanding, and critical thinking
skills.

Prieto et al. [61] review several studies on augmented
paper (i.e., documents, notebooks with fiducial markers,
user input digitalization) in education scenarios. Using the
notion of class orchestration as a conceptual tool to describe
the potential integration of augmented paper in class envi-
ronments. Furthermore, the analysis point out design diffi-
culties for augmented paper and the advantages of MAR.
Shuo et al. [62] prove real-world information based in AR
can be used for education. However, the old AR system have
several weakness regarding the projection such as luminance
and contrast changes in real world. The authors address these
issues and propose a system that can improve immersion and
interaction user-AR objects. FitzGerald et al. [63] study AR
is embedded in outdoor settings for learning processes, they
also attempt to classify the key aspects of this interaction.
As the authors mentioned, the AR for mobile experiences
is still in its infancy. They also have another opinion against
previous mentioned studies here, that it is still not straightfor-
ward to see how useful is for creating learning experiences.
However, they agree that MAR can provide a better immer-
sive experience and engagement.
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Chiang et al. [64] propose a AR mobile learning system
based on GPS location to position virtual objects in the real
world in Natural Science projects. The experimental results
found that the AR mobile system improved students’ learn-
ing capabilities. Although, there are some constraints in the
proposed system as the GPS accuracy of object positioning.
Dunleavy and Dede [65] summarize existing related work
aboutMAR in educational environments. The authors address
the need to explore howAR can improve not only the learning
process but other educational and pedagogic issues in the
classroom.

Chang et al. [66] found evidence that MAR influence
students to consider affective, and ethical aspects for prob-
lem solving and decision making. Bacca et al. [67] ana-
lyze published study findings and trends from 2003 to 2013
about MAR in educational settings. Besides the already
mentioned advantages, the authors enumerate some issues
with the MAR systems such as very few systems that take
into account accessibility, difficulties to maintain the super-
posed information, and that most of the studies have used
mixed evaluation methods and relative medium samples sizes
(30 to 200 participants). Wu et al. [68] discuss how different
categories of AR approaches can affect the learning process.
For example, in particular AR environments the users may
be overloaded by the amount of provided information and
different devices to use. They also support the idea of greater
samples for experiment studies and the benefits of AR in the
classroom. They propose a categorization of AR approaches
from instructional approaches (i.e., roles, locations, tasks).
Wide the subjects with MAR techniques has to be addressed
in future works, how to integrate theses new techniques into
the regular school curricula. Kamphuis et al. [69] describe
the potential of MAR for training psycho-motor skills and
visualize concepts to improve the understanding of complex
causality. MAR systems can improve the students enhance-
ment inside and outside the classroom [70]. The use of books
and notebooks with MAR systems can lead to a better learn-
ing process, although the lack of content creation tools is
one of current problems for educators to implement MAR
in educational environments. Construct3D [71] is a three
dimensional geometric tool based on Studierstube [72]. They
use a stereoscopic head-mounted device to provide a 3D aug-
mented reality to interact with 3D geometric constructions in
space. Chang et al. [73] develop a MAR system to improve
art museum visitors learning effectiveness during their visit.
The system locates and overlays information over current
pictures, providing functions such as zooming in the virtual
picture. The authors want to integrate art appreciation with
MAR techniques.

However, the developed system can be used in other kind
of exhibitions such as theme parks, other museums or edu-
cation centers to improve visitors engagement and interac-
tion. Radu [74] compare student learning performance in
AR versus non-AR applications, they also list the advan-
tages and disadvantages of AR in the learning process.
MAR applications improve learners performance due to

information can be spatio- and temporally aligned with phys-
ical objects, enhanced memory (due to immersion of AR
experiences), attention is directed to relevant content, inter-
action and collaboration, and students motivation. However,
AR applications can also have negative effects such as atten-
tion decrement to errors (i.e., 3D building in AR environment
against paper-based), usability difficulties in some AR exam-
ples and ineffective classroom integration between students
and students-teachers.

D. GEOMETRY MODELING AND SCENE CONSTRUCTION
Baillot et al. [75] developed a MAR-based authoring tools to
create geometry models. Modelers extracted key points from
real objects and then constructed geometric primitives from
points to create 3D models. Created models were registered
and aligned with real objects for checking and verification.
Piekarski and Thomas [76] built a similar system for out-
door object creation. It used pinch gloves and hand tracking
technologies to manipulate models. The system was spe-
cially suitable for geometrical model creation of giant objects
(e.g. building) as users could stand a distance away. Leder-
mann and Schmalstieg [77] developed a high-level authoring
tool APRIL to design MAR presentation. They integrated it
into a furniture design application. Users could design and
construct virtual model with real furniture as reference in
the same view. Henrysson et al. [78] employed MAR to
construct 3D scene on mobile phone in a novel way. Motions
of mobile phone were tracked and interpreted to translation
and rotation manipulation of virtual objects. Bergig et al. [79]
developed a 3D sketching system to create virtual scenes for
augmented mechanical experiments. Users use their hands
to design experiment scene superimposed on a real drawing.
Hagbi et al. [80] extended it to support virtual scene construc-
tion for augmented games.

E. ASSEMBLY AND MAINTENANCE
Klinker et al. [81] developed a MAR application for nuclear
plant maintenance. The system created an information model
based on legacy paper documents so that users could easily
obtain related information that was overlaid on real devices.
The system was able to highlight fault devices and supplied
instructions to repair them. Billinghurst et al. [82] created a
mobile phone system to offer users step-by-step guidance for
assembly. A virtual view of next step was overlaid on current
view to help users decided which component to add and
where to place it in the next step. Henderson and Feiner [83]
developed a MAR-based assembly system. Auxiliary infor-
mation such as virtual arrows, labels and aligning dash lines
were overlaid on current view to facilitate maintenance.
A study case showed that users completed task signifi-
cant faster and more accurate than looking up guidebooks.
An empirical study [84] showed that MAR helped to reduced
assembly error by 82%. In addition, it decreased mental effort
for users. However, how to balance user attention between
real world and virtual content to avoid distraction due to over-
reliance is still an open problem. Webel et al. [85] present
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the need of efficient training systems for maintenance and
assembly and how MAR can improve the trainer skills with
appropriate methods. The authors develop and evaluate their
training platform, where they highlight the need of vibrotac-
tile feedback in this particular scenario in order to improve
user interaction with the AR content. The experiment results
suggest the improvement in participants skills. However,
the maintenance and assembly training need to give special
attention of capturing and interpretation of underlying skills.
Moreover, the data captured from the system can be used to
show how experts would resolve a particular training case.
Furthermore, MAR opens the possibility of remote interac-
tion expert-trainee in the field.

F. INFORMATION ASSISTANT MANAGEMENT
Goose et al. [86] developed a MAR-based industrial service
system to check equipment status. The system used tagged
visual markers to obtain identification information, which
was sent to management software for equipment state infor-
mation. Data such as pressure and temperature were sent
back and overlaid for display on the PDA. White et al. [87]
developed a head-worn based MAR system to facilitate man-
agement of specimens for botanists in the field. The system
searched a species database and listed related species samples
side-by-side with physical specimens for comparison and
identification. Users slid virtual voucher list with head hori-
zontal rotation and zoom the virtual voucher by head nodding
movements. Deffeyes [88] implemented an Asset Assistant
Augmented Reality system to help data center administrators
find and manage assets. QR code was used to recognize asset.
Asset information was retrieved from a MAMEO server and
overlaid on current view of asset.

MAR also finds its markets in other fields. MAR has been
used to enhance visualization and plan operations by placing
augmented graphic scans over surgeons’ vision field [89].
Rosenthal et al. [90] used the ‘‘x-ray vision’’ feature to look
through the body and made sure the needle was inserted
at the right place. MAR was also used to manage personal
information [91]. Another large part of applications is AR
browsers on mobile phones [92], [93]. AR browser is similar
to MAR navigation application, but more emphasizes on
location-based service (LBS). Grubert et al. [94] conducted a
detailed survey about AR browsers on mobile phones.

G. BIG DATA DRIVEN MAR
Huang et al. [101] list some data driven examples for real
application scenarios and provide a categorisation. The four
proposed categories are: (1) Retail, (2) Tourism, (3) Health
Care and (4) Public Services. MAR applications in Retail
boost the shopping experience with more product informa-
tion, the ability to change based on users emotions, and per-
sonalized content. For the case of Tourism,MAR applications
use geo-spatial data to assists users on their browsing in unfa-
miliar environments while Health case, MAR applications
aid doctors in operations and nurses in care-giving. Last,
MAR applications in Public Services help citizens in their

FIGURE 3. Visualization of a numerical flow field with real buildings
makes the influence of the building on wind movement easily
understood. (source: http://emcl.iwr.uni-heidelberg.de/researchsv.html)

everyday routine. In all these for cases, these applications are
functional only because they have access to big data sources.
In Figure 3 we present an example were big data is used in the
visualisation of the wind movement. It is easy to see that this
detailed representation requires huge amount of data since it
can not be described through modeling.

H. REPRESENTATIVE MAR SYSTEMS
Although there are many MAR systems, as discuss earlier in
this section, we use this subsection to discuss a representative
sample of them in more detail. Table 1 contains their charac-
teristics in a collective way.

1) MARS [23], [24]
is both indoor and outdoor MAR system developed by a team
at Columbia University. They have built several iterations
of the prototype and developed a series of hardware and
software infrastructures. The system comprises a backpack
laptop, a see-through head-worn display and several input
devices including stylus and trackpad. An orientation tracker
and RTK GPS are used to obtain pose information. A campus
guide system has been developed based on MARS. Visitors
are able to obtain detailed information overlaid on items in
their current view field. They can also watch demolished
virtual buildings on their original sites. It supports virtual
menus overlaid on users view field to conduct different tasks.
The system can also be used for other applications such as
tourism, journalism, military training and wayfinding.

2) ARQuake [39]
is a single-player outdoor MAR games based on popular
desktop game Quake. Virtual monsters are overlaid on cur-
rent view of real world. Player move around real world and
use real props and metaphors to kill virtual monsters. Real
buildings are modeled but not rendered for view occlusion
only. The game adopts GPS and digital compass to track
player’s position and orientation. A vision-based tracking
method is used for indoor environments. As virtual objects
may be difficult to recognize from natural environments at
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outdoor environments, system have to run several times to
set a distinguishable color configuration for later use.

3) BARS [50]
is a battlefield augmented reality system for soldiers training
in urban environments. Soldiers’ perceptions of battlefield
environment are augmented by overlaying building, enemies
and companies locations on current field of view. Wireframe
plan is superimposed on real building to show its interior
structures. An icon is used to report location of sniper for
threat warning or collaborative attacking. A connection and
database manager is employed for data distribution in an
efficient way. Each object is created at remote servers but only
simplified ghost copy is used on clients to reduce bandwidth
traffic. The system requires a two-step calibration. The first
is to calculate mapping of result from a sensing device to
real position and orientation of sensors; the second is to
map sensing unit referential to viewpoint referential of user’s
observation.

4) Medien.welten [53]
is a MAR system that has been deployed at Technisches
Museum Wien in Vienna. The system is developed based
on Studierstube ES. A scene graph is designed to facilitate
construction and organization of 3D scenes. Total memory
footprint is limited to 500k tomeet severe hardware limitation
on handheld devices. Game logic and state are stored in a
XML database in case of client failure due to wireless single
shielding. Medien.welten enables players to use augmented
virtual interface on handheld devices to manipulate and com-
municate with real exhibits. With interactive manipulation,
players gain both fun experience and knowledge of exhibits.

5) MapLens [43], [95]
is an augmented paper map. The system employed mobile
phones’ viewfinder, or ‘‘magic lens’’, to augment paper map
with geographical information. When users view a paper
map through embedded camera, feature points on paper map
are tracked and matched against feature points tagged with
geographical information to obtain GPS coordinates and pose
information. GPS coordinates are used to search an online
HyperMedia database (HMDB) to retrieve location-based
media such as photos and other metadata, which are overlaid
on paper map from current pose. Augmented maps can be
used in collaborative systems. Users can share GPS-tagged
photos with others by uploading images to HMDB so that
others can view new information. It establishes a common
ground for multiple users to negotiate and discuss to solve
the task in a collaborative way. Results show that it is more
efficient than digital maps.

6) VIRTUAL LEGO [78]
uses mobile phone to manipulate virtual graphics objects for
3D scene creation. The motion of mobile phone is employed
to interact with virtual objects. Virtual objects are fixed rela-
tive to mobile phone. When users move their mobile phone,
objects are also moved according to relative movement of

mobile phones to the real world. In translation mode, the
selected object is translated by the same distance as mobile
phone. Translation of mobile phone is projected onto a virtual
Arcball and converted as rotation direction and angle to rotate
virtual object. The objects are organized in a hierarchical
structure so that transformation of a parent object can be prop-
agated to its sub-objects. A multiple visual markers tracking
method is employed to guarantee accuracy and robustness of
mobile phone tracking. Results show that the manipulation
is more efficient than button interface such as keypad and
joypad, albeit with relative low accuracy.

7) InfoSPOT [96]
is a MAR system to help facility managers (FMs) access
building information. It augments FMs’ situation awareness
by overlaying device information on view of real environ-
ment. It enables FMs to fast solve problems and make critical
decisions in their inspection activities. The Building Informa-
tion Modeling (BIM) model is parsed into geometry and data
parts, which are linked with unique identifiers. Geo-reference
points are surveyed beforehand to obtain accurate initial reg-
istration and indoor localization. The geometry part is used
to render panoramas of specific locales to reduce sensor drift
and latency. When FMs click virtual icon of physical object
on IPad screen, its identifier is extracted to search data model
to fetch information such as product manufacture, installation
date and life of product.

8) POKEMON GO & INGRESS
are two MAR games both developed by Niantic, Inc. In both
of them the mobile users augment their view though the
screen of the mobile device, are multiuser games, require
Internet access and use GPS for positioning. In both games,
a cloud server is used to locate virtual objects in the form of
Pokemons or events and the users compete with each other to
arrive first in these locations. Also, the users are able to set
up battles with each other and earn others’ winnings.

Table 1 lists system components and enabling technolo-
gies of aforementionedMAR applications. Early applications
employed backpack notebook computer for computing tasks.
External HMDs were required to provide optical see-through
display. As mobile devices become powerful and popular,
numerous applications use mobile devices as computing
platforms. Embedded camera and self-contained screen are
used for video see-through display. Single tracking methods
have also been replaced with hybrid methods to obtain high
accurate results in both indoor and outdoor environments.
Recently applications outsource computations on server and
cloud to gain acceleration and reduce client mobile device
requirements. With rapid advances from all aspects, MAR
will be widely used in more application fields.

III. UI/UX
User Interface and experience is a key factor in users
engagement for MAR. The difference between good and bad
implementation can make great changes in users’ opinion
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about the AR content and interactivity. Although users center
design still holds the core in designing User Interfaces (UI), it
is not enough for applications to provide usability. User eXpe-
rience (UX) involves users’ behaviour, emotions towards a
specific artifac, and needs to be consider in any current
application design for MAR.

Wang et al. [97] propose a framework to provide an exper-
iment sandbox where different stakeholder can discuss the
design of future AR applications. The paper [98] contains
design approaches for advertisement industry for improving
UX. The results from an experimental study will provide
future guidelines to follow in following UI designs: the inter-
face should be fun and usable, the UI should be quick and
responsive, design to enhanced utility, the 3D design of AR
content plays an important role on users perception. Irshad
and Awang Rambli [99] propose a multi-layered concep-
tual UX framework for MAR applications. They present the
important products aspects that need to be addressed while
designing for MAR.

The goal of this framework is to be the guideline for
design and evaluation of future MAR applications such as
presentation, content, functionality, users time experience
during actions, specific context (i.e., physical), and experi-
ence being invoked. Ubiquitous interface interaction (Ubii)
is a novel interface system that aims to merge the physical
and the virtual world with hand gesture interactions. Ubii is
a innovative smart-glass system that provides free-hand user
experience to interact with physical objects. For example,
the user can send a document to a printer with a simple
pinch hand gesture from the PC (where the document is) to
the printer using smart-glasses to visualize the action. The
Master Thesis [100] aims to provide a better presentation
of information for indoor navigation systems using MAR
technologies. The experiment result suggest that providing
information on a map is not sufficient for indoor naviga-
tion, for example showing AR content in similar manner
than modern GPS may improve the user experience. This
paper [102] presents novel key ideas to develop a frame-
work for context and user-based context, to improve user
experience immersion. Context immersion can be define
as user awareness of real context through interactions with
the AR content. The paper aims to get a better under-
standing of UX in MAR applications, and it is constructed
based in three context dimension: time and location-
based tracking (i.e., GPS); object-based context immer-
sion (i.e., object recognition); user-based context immersion
(i.e., multiple users communication, interaction).

These three dimensions and the insights from this paper’s
empirical results need to be considered when designingMAR
applications. Hürst and Van Wezel [103] present two experi-
ments to explore new interaction metaphors for MAR appli-
cations. The experiments evaluate canonical operations such
as translation, rotation, and scaling with real and virtual
objects. One of the major problem we face with AR content
is the lack of feedback when touching and moving the virtual
objects.,to overcome this issue the framework provides a

clear description and visualization of a particular interaction
(i.e., overlay information, color fingertips). Other interesting
outcome from the experiment is the preference for one finger
gesture to rotate the virtual objects instead of using two
fingers as we would do in the real world scenario. Therefore,
designer need to focus not only in translate real world interac-
tions into the virtual world, but to analyse each interaction to
find the best user experience. Most of the MAR applications
simulate real interactions in the augmented world without
considering the manifold contextual factors of their use [104]
. In this workshop the authors suggest some guidelines to
follow such as designing with reality and beyond to provide
usable and interactive experiences with the AR content, adap-
tative AR situate the content with relation to users position
and change dynamically according to it, rapid prototyping
tools to improve applications development.

MAR application design face several challenges [105]
that include: Discoverability, how to find the MAR services;
Interpretability, value that provides MAR services; Usability,
UI/UX features and MAR application-user interaction. The
authors enumerate the design approaches to achieve a good
MAR experience. Developers of MAR applications need to
evaluate the usability and effectiveness of their proposed
application. There are extensive work on how to translate
real interactions into the augmented world. However, the
designer need also to consider other interactions besides the
real world ones in order to provide a better UX. Furthermore,
the authors develop a prototype based on the insights of other
research papers (Friend Radar) and evaluate the MAR appli-
cation according to concept and feature validation, usability
testing and UX evaluation. To summarize, the authors try to
respond to the question: how can we develop MAR applica-
tions that are usable and realistic? AR and MAR experiences
can sometimes look messy because of the multi-layer nature
(i.e., UI and information) of the applications [106]. Within
this AR/MAR paradigm, designer have the chance to redefine
the relationship between information and the physical world.
Due to the pervasive nature of mobile devices many of the
MAR applications provide a social layer content (i.e., Face-
book, Twitter), so the users can interact with other users
of the platform. Several studies suggest that the society is
shifting the culture’s aesthetics due toMAR/AR applications.
We need to focus on how we can have better designs and
improved information using this new paradigm, MAR/AR.
The authors in this paper propose a MAR Trail Guide as
an example, where the users navigate from map to dis-
played AR content. Ahn et al. [107] propose the develop-
ment of AR content for MAR applications in HTML5 to
provide a clean separation between content and application
logic. They follow a similar approach to Wikitude ([93]),
so the HTML5 application can be cross-platform compatible.
However, the content structure of ARchitect (Wikitude) does
not rely on HTML. The AR content is contained in HTML.
For example, a physical entity is associated with an URI,
which returns metadata in HTML format, image and feature
extracted from the image. CSS is used in this system to
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TABLE 2. MAR application design guideline.

provide augmented HTML elements onto the physical world.
To demonstrate the feasibility of author’s proposal, they
develop an AR Web Browser to evaluate the performance.
Ventä-Olkkonen et al. [108] conduct a field study with
35 participants, where they test two different UI approaches
for MAR.

The first UI design is a standalone MAR application where
the AR content is displayed over the physical world; and
the second approach uses 3D models (Virtual) to represent
the real world. The combination of AR content and real
physical elements is more appealing to the participants as
it provides a more realistic experience. However, the 3D
model has some advantages in situations where there are
unimportant objects in user’s view. This paper [109] analyse
the findings of a user case study of last UI MAR applica-
tions. The experiment consists in a cross sectional survey to
evaluate the current augmented reality market services. Most
of the participants have found the experience with current
MAR applications lively and playful, the UI is consistent
and clear. However, the connection between the application
and the product is not relevant, which means that MAR
applications need to empower the users and not just user AR
content as a trendy visualization tool to inform users about
a product. This paper [110] present a concept framework
for UX of MAR applications. This framework guide the
developers to design and evaluate the MAR components to
achieve a good UX. The AR content should be interactive,
relevant in order to provide good information to the user.
The application should give appropriate feedback to user’s
actions and personalization of the content. User friendly
menus should also be considered by developers. Finally,
intuitive, simple and interactive designable elements (UI).
Besides, the MAR application should also evoke emotional
(i.e., love, fear, desire), aesthetic (i.e., beauty of use)
experience, and lastly experience of meaning (i.e., luxury,
attachment).

Khan et al. [111] propose a large-area interactive mixed
reality system, where users can experience the same shared
events simultaneously. The system does not need to have

pre-defined markers, and it provides shared AR con-
tent for multiple users providing a unique collaborative
experience. The experiment results show that the mixed
reality experience in a group enhanced the interactivity.
Kourouthanassis et al. [112] present a set of interactions
design principles for MAR applications. The design princi-
ples are centered in ensuring the UX in MAR ecosystems
and are the following: (1) Use the context for providing con-
tent (i.e., location). (2) Deliver relevant-to-the-task content
(i.e., filtering and personalization of AR content). (3) Inform
about content privacy. (4) Provide feedback about the
infrastructure behaviour (i.e., provide different configura-
tions of an application regarding quality, resource require-
ments). (5) Support procedural and semantic memory
(i.e., making it easy for the user to learn how to use
the system). The paper [113] presents the challenges
for AR wearable devices to show adequate informa-
tion, feedback, and proposes a framework that adapts
MAR applications to an individuals environmental and
cognitive state in real time. MAR applications need to be
responsive and able to provide the right feedback/interaction
according to environmental conditions, and users cognitive
states (which changes with sleep, nutrition, stress, and even
time of day). Huang et al. [101]describe some future concepts
for AR and MAR applications. (1) Data Visualization with
AR and MAR we can provide a landscape of data where the
users can interact with. AR ecosystem opens a new approach
to understand complex data structures and better for users to
manage. (2)User interaction; AR can be a very usable canvas
to visualize big data sets as we can see from movies such
Avatar or Minority Report. Figure 4 shows the UIs of these
two movies.

IV. SYSTEM COMPONENTS
Despite the number of projects and research have been done,
many of the existing AR systems rely in platforms that are
heavy and not practical for the mobile environment [119].
Krevelen et al. [120] also mention the lack of portabil-
ity in some AR systems, due to computing and energy
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FIGURE 4. User Interfaces in Avatar (top) and Minority Report (bottom).

power constrains. Furthermore, there are technical chal-
lenges in the computer vision field such as depth perception,
that has been improved in last products implementations
(i.e., Smart-glass, Microsoft Kinect). Besides the hardware,
the UI must also follows some guidelines to provide a good
user experience. Last but not least, the social acceptance of
this new paradigm might be more challenging than expected,
we have a good example with Google-Glass. We use this
Section to present existing mobile platforms in Section IV-A,
the software frameworks in Section IV-B and the displays
in Section IV-C.

A. MOBILE COMPUTING PLATFORMS
The high mobility of MAR requires it to provide services
without constraining users’ whereabouts to a limited space,
which needs mobile platforms to be small and light. Recent
years, we have seen significant progress in miniaturiza-
tion and performance improvement of mobile computing
platforms.

1) NOTEBOOK COMPUTERS
Notebook computers were usually used in early MAR pro-
totypes [40], [121], [122] as backpack computing platforms.
Comparing to consumable desktop computers, notebook
computers are more flexible to take alongside. However, size
and weight is still the hurdle for wide acceptance by most
users. Since notebook computers are configured as backpack
setup, additional display devices such as head mounted dis-
plays (HMDs) are required for display. Notebook screen is
only used for profiling and debugging.

2) PERSONAL DIGITAL ASSISTANTS (PDAs)
PDAs were an alternative to notebook computers before
emergence of other advanced handheld PCs. Several MAR
applications [86], [123]–[128] configured PDAs as mobile
computing platforms, while others [115], [129], [130] out-
sourced the CPU-intensive computations on remote servers to
shrink PDAs as thin clients for interaction and display only.
PDAs have problem of poor computational capability and
absence of floating-point support. Small screen also limits the
view angle and display resolution.

3) TABLET PERSONAL COMPUTERS (TABLET PCs)
Tablet PC is a personal mobile computer product running
Windows operating systems. Large screen size and multi-
touch technology facilitate content display and interactive
operations. Many MAR systems [53], [131]–[135] were built
on Tablet PCs. In addition to expensive cost, Tablet PCs are
also too heavyweight for long-time single-handed hold. [124]

4) ULTRA MOBILE PCs (UMPCs)
UMPCs have been used for several MAR applications [29],
[117], [136]–[139]. UMPCs are powerful enough to meet
computing requirements for most MAR systems, but they
are designed for commercial business market and high price
impedes their widespread. Besides, They have similar prob-
lems as PDAs due to limited screen size.

5) MOBILE PHONES
Since the firstMAR prototype onmobile phone [118], mobile
phones have achieved great progress in all aspects from
imbedded cameras, built-in sensors to powerful processors
and dedicated graphics hardware. Embedded camera is suit-
able for video see-throughMARdisplay. Built-in sensors also
facilitate pose tracking. Many MAR applications [30], [41],
[43], [78], [95], [140]–[147] were built on mobile phones.
Mobile phones have become predominant platforms forMAR
systems because of minimal intrusion, social acceptance and
high portability. However, despite rapid advances in mobile
phones as computing platforms, their performance for real-
time applications is limited. The computing power is still
equivalent to a typical desktop computer ten years ago [146].
Most mobile phones are equipped with relatively slow mem-
ory access and tiny caches. Build-in camera has limitations of
narrow field-of-view and white noise. Accelerometer sensors
are too noisy to obtain accurate position. Magnetometers are
also prone to be distorted by environmental factors.

6) AR GLASSES
AR glasses leverage the latest advances in mobile computing
and projection display to bring MAR to a new level. They
supply a hands-free experience with lest device intrusion. AR
glasses work in a way that users do not have to look down at
mobile devices. However, there is controversy whether they
are real MAR or not as current applications on AR glasses
supply functions which are irrelative to real world content
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FIGURE 5. Several mobile devices used in MAR applications. Left: Notebook computer [114]; Middle: PDA [115], Tablet PC [116], UMPC [117], and mobile
phone [118]; Right: Google Glass [91].

TABLE 3. A list of different MAR computing platforms. Their characteristics and performance depends on products of different vendors.

and require no tracking and alignment. We regard it as MAR
because facial recognition and path finding are suitable for
AR glasses and will emerge on AR glasses in near future.
In addition, from a much general point of view, AR glasses
work as user interface to interact with real world analogous to
most MAR systems. Currently Google Glass [91] is still the
default target for MAR application research, although there
are other new developments such as MAD Gaze6 and the
promising Microsoft HoloLens7 It supports features includ-
ing taking picture, searching, sending message and giving
directions. It is reported to be widely delivered later this year,
whereas high price and absence of significant applications
may hinder its popularity to some extent.

Google Glass [91] is a wearable AR device developed by
Google. It displays information on glass surface in front of
users’ eyes and enables users to control interface with natural
language voice commands. Google Glass supports several
native functions of mobile phones such as sending messages,
taking pictures, recording video, information searching and
navigation. Videos and images can be shared with others
through Google+. Current product use smartphones as net-
work transition for Internet access. As it only focuses on text
and image based augmentation on a tangible interface, it does
not require tracking and alignments of virtual and real objects.

Figure 5 shows some typical mobile devices used in
MAR applications. Since most computing platforms are not

6http://www.madgaze.com
7https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-hololens/en-us

designed for MAR use, specific tradeoffs between size,
weight, computing capability and cost are made for different
users and markets. Table 3 compares mobile platforms in
terms of features that may concern.

B. SOFTWARE FRAMEWORKS
It is complicated and time-consuming to build a MAR system
from scratch. Many software frameworks have been devel-
oped to help developers focus on high-level applications other
than low-level implementations. In this section we discuss
a representative subset of the existing frameworks and we
present them collectively in Table 4.

1) STUDIERSTUBE ES
Studierstube [72] was developed by the Institute of Computer
Graphics in Vienna University of Technology. Reitmayr and
Schmalstieg migrated it to mobile platforms as a sub-branch
Studierstube ES [148], [149]. Studierstube ES was rewritten
from scratch to leverage newly graphics APIs for better ren-
dering capability. The system support various display devices
and input interfaces. It use OpenTracker [150] to abstract
tracking devices and their relations. A network module
Muddleware [151] was developed to offer fast client-
server communication services. A high-level descrip-
tion language Augmented Presentation and Interaction
Language (APRL) [77] was also provided to author
MAR presentation independent of specific applications
and hardware platforms. Many MAR applications and
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TABLE 4. Comparisons of different MAR software frameworks.

prototypes [53], [124], [127], [143], [147] were developed
with Studierstube ES. With about two-decade persistent
development and maintenance, it became one of most suc-
cessful MAR frameworks. Currently Studierstube ES is only
available for Windows phones and Android platforms.

2) WIKITUDE [93]
is a LBS-based AR browser to augment information on
mobile phones. It is referred as ‘‘AR browser’’ due to its
characteristic of augmentation with web-based information.
Wikitude overlays text and image information on current
view when users point their mobile phones to geo-located
sites. Wikitude combines GPS and digital compass sensors
to track pose tracking. Contents are organized in KML and
ARML formats to support geographic annotation and visu-
alization. Users can also register custom web services to get
specific information.

3) NEXUS
Nexus [152] was developed by University of Stuttgart as
a basis for mobile location-aware applications. It supported
spatial modeling, network communication and virtual infor-
mation representation. The architecture was structured in
three layers [153], which were used for client devices abstrac-
tion, information uniform presentation and basic function
wrapper. A hierarchical class schema was dedicated to prep-
resent different data objects. It supported both local and
distributed data management to offer uniform access to real
and virtual objects. An adaptive module was developed
to ensure the scalability in different application scenarios.
Nexus prevailed over other platforms in terms of stability and
portability.

4) UMAR
UMAR [140] was a conceptual software framework based
on client-server architecture. It was delicately designed to
perform as much as possible on the client side to reduce
data traffic and over-dependence on network infrastructure.
UMAR imported ARToolkit [154] onto mobile phones for
visual tracking. A camera calibration module was also inte-
grated to boost accuracy. UMAR was only available to the
Symbian platform. Besides, it did not support collaborative
MAR applications.

5) Tinmith-evo5
Tinmith-evo5 [155], [156] was an object-oriented software
framework developed by Wearable Computer Lab at the
University of South Australia. Data flow was divided into
serial layers with sensor data as input and display device as
output. All objects in the system were allocated in an object
repository to support distributed, persistent storage and run-
time configuration. Render system was based on OpenGL
and designed to support hardware acceleration. Several MAR
applications and games [39], [76], [157] were developed with
Tinmith-evo5.

6) DWARF
DWARF [158]–[160] was a reconfigurable distributed frame-
work. A task flow engine was designed to manage a sequence
of operations that cooperated to finish user tasks. The Com-
mon Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) was
used to construct a peer-to-peer communication infrastruc-
ture and manage nodes servers. It was also employed to
create wrappers for third-party components. A visual moni-
toring and debugging tool was developed for fast prototyping.
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DWARF has been used to create several MAR applications
including Pathfinder [158], FIXIT for machine maintenance
and SHEEP for collaborative game [160].

7) KHARMA
KHARMA [161] was developed by GVU of Georgia Insti-
tute of Technology. It was an open architecture based on
KML, a type of XML for geo-referenced multimedia descrip-
tion, to leverage ready-to-use protocols and content delivery
pipelines for geospatial and relative referencing. The frame-
work contained three major components: channel server
to deliver multiple individual channels for virtual content,
tracking server to provide location-related information and
infrastructure server to deliver information about real world.
Irizarry et al. [96] developed InfoSPOT system based on
KHARMA to access building information. KHARMA sup-
ported hybrid multiple sources tracking to increase accuracy,
but it was only suitable for geospatial MAR applications.

8) ALVAR
ALVAR [123] was a client-server based software platform
developed by VTT Technical Research Center of Finland.
Virtual contents rendering and pose calculation could be
outsourced to server to leverage powerful computing and
rendering capabilities. Images were then sent back to client
and overlaid onto captured images on client for display.
It offered high-level tools andmethods for AR/MARdevelop-
ments such as cameral calibration, Kalman filters and mark-
ers hiding. ALVAR supported both marker and markerless
based tracking as well as multiple markers for pose detec-
tion. It was designed to be flexible and independent of any
graphical and other third-part libraries except for OpenCV,
so it could be easily integrated into any other applications.
ALVAR was used to construct various MAR applications
such as maintenance [164], plant lifetime management [165]
and retail [166].

9) CloudRidAR
CloudRidAR is a cloud-based architecture for MAR [167] in
order to help developers in the heavy task of designing an
AR system. In cases of low requirements for rendering the
AR content, CloudRidAR provides a local rendering engine,;
for large-scale scenarios there is a cloud rendering subsystem.
The user interaction is parametrized in the local device and
upload to the cloud.

10) ARTiFICe
ARTiFICe [168] is a powerful software framework to develop
collaborative and distributedMAR applications. The applica-
tion allows collaboration between multiple users, either by
focusing their mobile device to the same physical area, or
showing on the device the sameAR content on different phys-
ical scenarios. ARTiFICe can be implemented seamlessly in
several platforms such as mobile, desktop and immersive
systems, which provides 6DOF-input devices.

11) OPEN SOURCE FRAMEWORKS
Besides efforts from academic laboratories, there are sev-
eral open source frameworks from developer communities.
AndAR [169] is an open project to enable MAR on Android
platforms. The project is still at its early age and it is only
tested on very fewmobile phones. DroidAR [170] is similar to
AndAR but supports both location-based MAR and marker-
based MAR applications. GRATF [171] is glyph recognition
and tracing framework. It provides functions of localization,
recognition and pose estimation of optical glyphs in static
images and video files. Most open source frameworks are still
under development.

Table 4 gives a comparison of several software frame-
works. An ideal software framework should be highly
reusable and independent of hardware components and appli-
cations. It should be used for various scenarios without
reprogramming and modifications. Current frameworks are
far from satisfactory for the requirements. It is difficult to
abstract all hardware components with a uniform presenta-
tion, not to mention that hardware is developing.

C. DISPLAY
1) OPTICAL SEE-THROUGH DISPLAY
In optical see-through display, virtual contents are projected
onto interface to optically mix with real scene. It requires
the interface to be semi-transparent and semi-reflexive so that
both real and virtual scenes can be seen. A head tracker is used
to obtain users’ positions and orientations for content align-
ment. Optical see-through display was used in early MAR
applications [2], [172]. It enables users to watch real world
with their natural sense of vision without scene distortion.
The major problem is that it blocks the amount of light rays
from real world and reduces light. Besides, it is difficult to
distinguish virtual contents from real world when background
environment is too bright.

2) VIDEO SEE-THROUGH DISPLAY
Video see-through display has two work modalities. One
is to use HMD devices to replace user eyes with head-
mounted video cameras to capture real world scene.
Captured video is blended with computer-generated content
and then sent to HMD screen for display. A head tracker
is used to get users position and orientation. This mode is
similar to optical see-through display and has been used
in early MAR applications [40], [118], [173]. The other
mode works with camera and screen in handheld devices.
It uses the embedded cameras to capture live video and blend
the video with virtual information before displaying it on
the screen. This mode is predominant in applications with
handheld devices. The former mode obtains better immer-
sion experience at the cost of less mobility and portability.
Compared to optical see-through display, mixed contents are
less affected by surrounding conditions in video see-through
display, but it has problems of latency and limited video
resolution.
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3) SURFACE PROJECTION DISPLAY
Projection display is not suitable for MAR systems due to
its consumable volume and high power requirements. With
recent progress of projectors in miniaturization and low
power consumption, projection display finds its new way in
MAR applications. Surface projection displays virtual con-
tents on real object surface rather than display mixed contents
on a specific interface. Any object surface, such as wall,
paper and even human palm, can be used as interface for
display. It is able to generate impressive visual results if real
surface and virtual contents are delicately arranged. Pico-
projectors have already been used in several MAR applica-
tions [174], [176]. Laser projector, a variation of traditional
projector, has been exploited for spatial AR (SAR) applica-
tions [175]. It hasmany advantages including self-calibration,
high brightness and infinite focal length. Since virtual infor-
mation is projected to any arbitrary surface, surface projection
display requires additional image distortion to match real and
virtual projectors for content alignment [177].

FIGURE 6. Several display ways in MAR. Optical see-through display
(Left): Sony Glasstron LDI-D100B and MicroOptical Clip-on; Video
see-through display (Middle): two camera mounted HMD of UNC, mobile
phone [88] and PDA [53]; Surface project display (Right): mobile camera
projector [174] and laser projector [175].

Figure 6 illustrates several display devices for MAR.
Jannick et al. [178] gave a detailed comparison of
HMD-based optical and video see-through displays in terms
of field of view, latency, resolution limitation and social
acceptance. Optical see-through display is not often used in
recent MAR applications due to sophisticated requirement of
projectors and display devices, whereas Google Glass [91]
proves that it is also suitable for wearable and MAR systems
with micro laser projector.

V. TRACKING AND REGISTRATION
Tracking and registration is the process to evaluate current
pose information so as to align virtual content with physical
objects in real world. There are two types of tracking and reg-
istration: sensor-based and vision-based. Sensor-based meth-
ods employ inertial and electromagnetic fields, ultrasonic
and radio wave measure and calculate pose information;

vision-based methods estimate gesture information from
point correspondent relationships of markers and features
from captured images or videos.

A. SENSOR-BASED METHODS
According to work modalities, sensor-based methods can be
divided into inertial, magnetic, electromagnetic and ultra-
sonic categories. For simplification, we also categorize
inferred-based tracking as a type of electromagnetic method
in this paper.

1) INERTIAL-BASED
Many inertial sensors output acceleration, which is inte-
grated twice over time to obtain position and angle. Inertial-
based method is able to work under most conditions without
range limitation or shielding problem. Many MAR appli-
cations [23], [87], [179]–[181] use inertial sensors to get
user pose information. It has problem of rapid propagation
of drift due to double integration and jitters from external
interference. Several methods have been proposed to improve
accuracy. For example, jitter was suppressed with comple-
mentary Kalman filter [182]. In [183], drift error was mini-
mized by taking relative measurements rather than absolute
measurements.The method required a periodic re-calibration
and prior knowledge of initial state to get absolute pose in a
global reference frame.

2) MAGNETIC-BASED
Magnetic tracking uses earth magnetic field to get ori-
entation. It combines with other position tracking meth-
ods to obtain six degree of freedom (6DOF). Many MAR
applications [2], [184]–[186] use it to track orientation.
Magnetic-based method has problem of interference by
ambient electromagnetic fields. It is apt to be distorted in
surroundings full of metal shields such as steel and con-
crete skeletons. Chung et al. [187] employed a server that
contained magnetic fingerprint map to improve accuracy at
indoor area. Sun et al. [188] aggregated ceiling pictures as
orientation references to correct original outputs. The method
achieved 3.5 times accurate improvement. As it required
ceiling patterns for tracking, the method was only suitable
for indoor use.

3) ELECTROMAGNETIC-BASED
Electromagnetic methods track position based on time of
arrival (TOA), received signal strength indicator (RSSI) or
phase difference of electromagnetic signals. There are several
electromagnetic-based tracking methods in MAR field. GPS
method is widely used in numerous outdoor MAR applica-
tions, but it has problem of single shielding in urban canyons
and indoor environments. Besides, plain GPS is too coarse
to use for accurate tracking. Some works used differential
GPS [25], [173] and real-time kinematic (RTK) GPS [23] to
improve accuracy but they require locations of base stations.
Sen et al. [189] leveraged the difference of Wi-Fi signal
attenuation blocked by human body to estimate position.
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TABLE 5. A table compares several sensors for tracking in MAR.

FIGURE 7. Some visual markers used for tracking. From left to right: template markers [154], BCH markers [53], DataMatrix
markers [143], QR barcode markers [88], and 3D paper marker [118].

It required communication parameters and wireless maps
beforehand.Wi-Fi tracking has problem of poor accuracy and
tedious offline training to construct wireless map [8].Ultra
Wideband (UWB) is able to obtain centimeter-level accurate
results. It has been used in many systems [121], [190]–[192].
The method has drawbacks of high initial implementa-
tion cost and low performance. Radio Frequency Identifi-
cation (RFID) depends on response between RFID readers
and RFID tags for tracking [8], [126], [193]. As each target
requires RFID tag for tracking, it is not suitable for massive
targets and unknown environments. Infrared tracking works
in two ways. One is similar to RFID; the other captures
infrared beacons as markers with infrared camera. The first
way is inexpensive, whereas the second blocks out visual
spectrum to provide clean and noise-free images for recogni-
tion. Many systems [194]–[197] use both ways for tracking.
Infrared signal cannot travel through walls and easily inter-
fere with fluorescent light and direct sunlight. Bluetooth was
also used in many applications [40], [123], [198]–[202]. It is
resistable to interference and easier confined to limited space
but has drawback of short transmission range.

4) ULTRASONIC-BASED
Ultrasonic tracking can estimate both pose and velocity infor-
mation. It is able to obtain very high tracking accuracy.
However, ultrasonic emitters and receivers are rarely

implemented in handheld devices. They were only used in
early MAR applications [203]–[205]. Ultrasonic sensors are
sensitive to temperature, occlusion and ambient noise and has
been replaced by other methods in recent MAR applications.

Table 5 lists several sensors in terms of characteris-
tics related to MAR. In addition to single sensor tracking,
many systems combined different sensors to improve results.
In [24], [28], [40], [141], GPS and inertial methodswere com-
bined for indoor and outdoors tracking. There are other hybrid
methods such as infrared beacons and inertial sensors [194],
UWB and inertial sensors [121], infrared and RFID [126]
and Wi-Fi and Bluetooth [202]. We list typical sensor-based
tracking methods in Table 4. Several characteristics related to
MAR applications are given for comparison.

B. VISION-BASED METHODS
Vision-based tracking uses feature correspondences to esti-
mate pose information. According to features it tracks,
it can be classified into marker-based and feature-based
method.

1) MARKER-BASED METHOD
Marker-based method uses fiducials and markers as artifi-
cial features. Figure 3 gives several common used mark-
ers. A fiducial has predefined geometric and properties,
such as shape, size and color patterns, to make them
easily identifiable. Planar fiducial is popular attributed to
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its superior accuracy and robustness in changing lighting
conditions. Several available libraries used planar fiducial for
tracking, such as ARToolkit [154], ARTag [206], ARToolK-
itPlus [162] and OpenTracker [150]. Many MAR applica-
tions [53], [140], [143], [148], [156] use these libraries for
tracking. Mohring et al. [118] designed a color-coded 3D
paper marker to reduce computation. It could run at 12 fps
on a commercial mobile phone. The method was constrained
to simple tracking related to 2D position and 1D rotation.
Hagbi et al. [207] used shape contour concavity of patterns
on planar fiducial to obtain projective-invariant signatures
so that shape recognition was available from different view-
points. As it is impractical to deploy and maintain fidu-
cial markers in an unknown or large outdoor environment,
marker-based method is only suitable for indoor applications.
Besides, it suffers from problems of obtrusive, monotonous
and view occlusion.

2) NATURE FEATURE METHOD
Nature feature method tracks point and region features in
image sequences to calculate correspondent relationships to
estimate pose information. The method requires no prior
information of environment. The frame-by-frame tracking
helps to remove mismatches and drift errors that most
sensor-based methods suffer. However, it suffers from defi-
ciencies of image distortion, illumination variation and self-
occlusion [208]. Besides, additional registration of image
sequence with real world is required to get finally results. The
major problem of nature feature method is expensive in terms
of computational overhead, which is especially severe for
MAR applications with requirement of real time performance
on mobile devices. Many researches focused on performance
improvement from different aspects, such as GPU acceler-
ation, computation outsourcing and algorithm improvement.
We focus on algorithm improvement in this section with other
two aspects in the next section.

Many robust local descriptors including SIFT [209] and
SURF [210] are introduced for nature feature tracking in
MAR field. Skrypnyk and Lowe [211] presented a traditional
SIFT-based implementation. SIFT features were extracted
offline from reference images and then used to compute
camera pose from live video. Fritz et al. [212] deployed an
imagery database on a remote server and conducted SIFT
feature matching on the server to reduce computing and
memory overhead on client mobile phones. Chen et al. [145]
also implemented the SURF tracking on remote server. The
live video captured by embedded camera was streamed to
server for tracking. The result was then retrieved back to
client side for display. Rosten and Drummond [213] propose
a high-speed corner detection (FAST) usingmachine learning
techniques to improve speed detection. However, FAST is
not very robust to the presence of noise. PCA-SIFT [214]
is a Principal Components Analysis (PCA) SIFT variant
that provides more robust to image deformations, and com-
pact descriptors than baseline SIFT; this leads to significant
improvements in matching accuracy and speed.

Calonder et al. [215] propose to use binary strings as an
efficient feature point descriptor. This descriptor similarity
can be evaluated using an efficient computing algorithm
such as Hamming distance, and provides higher recogni-
tion rates compared to SURF. However, it is rotation and
scale invariant and it is addressed in authors’ future work.
Wagner et al. [216] replaced conventional Difference of
Gaussians (DoGs) with FAST corner detector,
4*4 sub-regions with 3*3 sub-regions and k-d tree with mul-
tiple Spill Trees to reduce SIFT computation. The reduced
SIFT was self-contained and tracked 6DOF at 20Hz frame
rate on mobile phones. Takacs et al. [217] identified new
contents in image sequences and conducted feature extraction
and database access only when new contents appeared. They
further proposed a optimization scheme [144] to decrease
feature matching by rejecting irrelevant candidates according
to location information. Only data from nearby location cells
were considered. They further developed a feature clustering
and pruning strategy to eliminate redundant information.
It reduced both computation and bandwidth requirements.

An entropy-based compression schemewas used to encode
SURF descriptors 7 times faster. Their method run 35% faster
with only half memory consumption. Chen et al. [218] used
integral image for Haar transformation to improve SURF
computational efficiency. A Gaussian filter lookup table
and an efficient arctan approximation were used to reduce
floating-point computation. The method achieved perfor-
mance improvement of 30% speedup. Ta et al. [219] proposed
a space-space image pyramid structure to reduce search space
of interest points. It obtained real-time object recognition and
tracking with SURF algorithm. In order to speed up database
querying, images were organized based on spatial relation-
ships and only related subsets were selected for matching.
The method obtained 5 times speedup compared to original
SURF and it took less than 0.1s on Nokia N95mobile phones.
Wagner et al. [220] proposed a multiple target tracking and
detection method on mobile phones. It separated target detec-
tion and tracking so that target tracking run at full frame rate
and created a mask to guide detector to look for new target.
To further reduce calculations, they assumed that local area
around positive matched key points were visible in camera
images and uncovered regions were ignored during key point
detection. The method was able to track 6 planar targets
simultaneously at a rate of 23 fps on an Asus P565 Windows
mobile phone. Wagner et al. [221] propose three approaches
for 6DOF natural language feature tracking for MAR in real-
time systems. The authors perform a performance analysis
using different feature extraction approaches such as SIFT
(PhonySIFT) and Ferns-based (PhonyFern, and PathTracker
that instead of tracking-by-detection it takes advantage of the
camera and scene position difference between two succesives
frames to predict the feature positions.

ORB [222] solves the rotation invariant issues of BRIEF
and it is resistant to noise offering better performance than
SIFT and BRIEF. BRISK [223] provides a novel method
for key point detection, description and matching with lower
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computational cost in comparison with SIFT, SURF, and
BRIEF. It can be used in task with hard real-time constrains
keeping the overall performance with previous mentioned
methods. Li et al. [224] quantized a small number of random
projections of SIFT features and sent them to the server,
which returned meta-data corresponding to the queried image
by using a nearest neighbor search in the random projection
space. The method achieved retrieval accuracy up to 95%
with only 2.5kB data transmission. Park et al. [225] optimized
original feature tracking process from various aspects. Since
stable features did not lose tracking until they were out of
view, there was no need to extract them from each frame.
Feature point number was also limited to 20 to reduce com-
putation. A feature prediction excluded feature points that
would disappear and added new features that may appear after
a period of time. It achieved runtime performance of 35ms per
frame, about 7 times faster than original method.

ALIEN is a feature extraction and tracking method based
on local features invariant under occlusion [226]. This algo-
rithm can be very useful in MAR applications to provide
a realistic experience in situations of object occlusion, and
offer better performance, in most of the situations, than its
competitors [227]–[233]. Li et al. [234] use two LED as
fiducial markers for tracking on a hand-held device, together
with the inertial sensors of the device, it can provide 6DoF
pose estimation. This proposed method can improve the visu-
alization of virtual objects in the MAR systems, and improve
the AR experience; as it provides tracking of the mobile
device (i.e., 6DoF position). DeCAF is a deep convolutional
network open source implementation for generic tasks [235].
DeCAF (precursor of Caffe) outperforms the baseline SURF
implementation in all of authors’ experiments, and opens new
feature extraction possibilities for deep neural networks in the
future.

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are very powerful
for feature extraction as recent results indicate, [236]. In this
paper, authors use an existing model for object classification
(OverFeat) to perform feature extraction tasks. The exper-
iment results show that although OverFeat was originally
designed to perform object classification, it is a strong com-
petitor for other visualization task such as feature extraction
against other methods: SIFT, Bag of Words (BoW), His-
togram of Gradients (HOG). Caffe is a BSD-licensed C++
library with Python and Matlab bindings [20]. Caffe provides
a deep neural network framework for vision, speech and mul-
timedia large-scale or research projects. It provides a big step
forward in object classification and feature extraction perfor-
mance. Besides, there are current some ports to use Caffe
models in the mobile environment such as Caffe Android
library [237], and CNN library [238]. Dollár et al. [19]
introduce a novel efficient schema for computing feature
pyramids (fast feature pyramid). Finely pyramids sampling
of features of an image can improve the feature detection
methods at higher computation costs. The proposed algo-
rithm can improve significantly the speed and performance
of current object and feature detection methods, decreasing

the computational cost of current pyramidal methods substan-
tially. This paper [21] propose a Fast Region-based CNN for
object detection. Object detection is slow in CNN andR-CNN
approaches because features are extracted in real time from
each region proposal and the training is an expensive task in
time and space.

Fast R-CNN uses Caffe framework and implements sev-
eral innovative methods to improve training/testing speed
and accuracy. YOLO9000 [22] is a state of the art real-
time object detection system. The system can detect over
9000 categories outperforming previous R-CNN, Faster
R-CNN methods. YOLO9000 framework closes the big gap
that exists between object detection and classification pro-
viding object detection and classification system in real-
time. The authors use WordTree to merge data from different
sources and train simultaneously.

C. HYBRID TRACKING METHODS
Each individual method has its advantages and limitations.
A better solution is to overcome inherent limitations of
individual method by combining different methods together.
For instance, inertial sensors are fast and robust under
drastic rapid motion. We can couple it with vision-based
tracking to provide accurate priors under fast movements.
Behringer et al. [239] proposed a hybrid tracking algorithm
to estimate the optimal 3D motion vector from displacements
of 2D image features. The hybrid method employed GPS
and digital compass to obtain an approximate initial position
and orientation. A vision tracking then calculated camera
pose by predicting new features in perspective projection of
environmental models. It obtained a visual tracking precision
of 0.5o and was able to worked under a maximal rotation
motion of 40o/s.
Jiang et al. [240] used gyroscope to predict orientation

and image line positions. The drift was compensated by a
line-based vision tracking method. A heuristic control system
was integrated to guarantee system robustness by reducing
re-projection error to less than 5 pixels after a long-time
operation. Hu andUchimura [241] developed a parameterized
model-matching (PMM) algorithm to fuse data from GPS,
3D inertial gyroscope and vision tracking. Inertial sensor was
used to evaluate initial motion and stabilize pose output. The
method obtained convincing precise and robust results. Reit-
mayr and Drummond [125] combined vision tracking with
gyroscope to get accurate results in real time. Vision tracker
was used for localization and gyroscope for fast motion.
A Kalman filter was used to fuse both measurements.
Honkamaa et al. [242] used GPS position information to
download Google Earth KML models, which were aligned
to real world using camera pose estimation from feature
tracking. The method strongly depended on the access to
models on Google server.

Paucher and Turk [146] combined GPS, accelerator and
magnetometer to estimate camera pose information. Images
out of current view were discarded to reduce database search.
A SURF algorithm was then used to match candidate images
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and live video to refine pose information. Langlotz et al. [147]
used inertial and magnetic sensors to obtain absolute orien-
tation, and GPS for current user position. A panorama-based
visual tracking was then fused with sensor data by using a
Kalman filter to improve accuracy and robustness.

Sensor-based method works in an open loop way. Tracking
error can not be evaluated and used for further correction.
Besides, it suffers from deficiencies of shielding, noise and
interference. Vision-based method employs tracking result
as feedback to correct error dynamically. It is analogous to
closed loop system. However, tracking accuracy is sensi-
tive to view occlusion, clutter and large variation in envi-
ronment conditions. Besides, single feature-based method is
prone to result inconsistence [96]. Hybrid tracking requires
fusion [125], [147], [182], [241] of results from different
sources. Which method to use depends on accuracy and
granularity required for a specific application scenario. For
instance, we can accept some tracking error if we annotate the
rough outlines of a building, whereas more accurate result is
required to pinpoint a particular window in the building.

VI. NETWORK CONNECTIVITY
We investigate wireless networks for pose tracking in pre-
vious section, but they are also widely used for communi-
cation and data transmission in MAR. As fast progresses
in wireless network technologies and infrastructure invest-
ments, numerous systems were built on client-server archi-
tecture by leveraging wireless networks for communication.
Mobile devices have various network interfaces and can be
connected with a remote server either via a cellular network
or using WiFi. Wearable devices usually do not have network
interfaced that can be connected directly to the Web but
they have bluetooth and can be connected to a companion
device.

We can try to estimate the maximum amount of data to
process per second for a video feed, i.e. to the maximum
expected bandwidth required for the heaviest AR applica-
tions. Several studies suggest that the human eye transmits
around 6 to 10Mb/s to the brain by taking into account that
accurate data is available only for the central region of the
retina (a circle whose diameter is 2 degrees in the visual
field). However, most MAR hardware do not provide proper
eye tracking system that would permit to isolate this area on
video frames. Therefore, full frames have to be processed.
If we consider that a smartphone’s camera’s field of view is
between 60 to 70 degrees, a rough estimate of the amount
of data to transmit is around 9 to 12Gb/s. Of course, this
estimate represents the upper limit of raw data that could be
generated per second. Even though this amount can be drasti-
cally reduced (compression, selection of specific areas etc.),
we can expect some applications to generate several hun-
dreds of megabits per second, or even gigabits per second.
Table 7 present the networking needs and limitations of
MAR applications.

Regarding the latency requirements, although to the best
of our knowledge there is no empirical academic study on

the impact of delays for Augmented Reality, several studies
measure latency for various offloading scenarios in MAR
systems [13], [243], [244]. As a first reference, we can con-
sider the recommended end-to-end one way delays for other
real-time applications. Those values revolve around 100ms,
depending on the application, going as low as 75ms for online
gaming, while reaching 250ms for telemetry [245]. However,
due to several problems such as the alignment of the virtual
layer on the physical world, we can expect that a seamless
experience would be characterized by way lower latencies.
Michael Abrash, Chief Scientist at Occulus VR, even argues
that augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) games
should rely on latencies under 20ms, with a ?holy grail’’
around 7ms in order to preserve the integrity of the vir-
tual environment and prevent phenomenons such as motion
sickness [246].

There exist several specifically designed platforms permit
to perform offloading for AR operations. Most of them try
to combine on-device operation with offloaded procedures.
As those frameworks are often dealing with 3/4G networks,
which are characterized by a high cost of use as well as abrupt
changes in bandwidth and latencies, they try to circumscribe
network usage to the most computation intensive operations.
For instance, CloudRidAR [14] performs feature extraction
from the video flow. Those features are then transmitted to the
server instead of full pictures. More recently, Glimpse [247]
even improves network efficiency by performing local track-
ing of objects, which allows to send only a select amount of
frames to the server.

There are three major wireless networks used in
MAR applications:

1) WIRELESS WIDE AREA NETWORK (WWAN)
WWAN is suitable for applications with large-scale mobil-
ity. There are massive WWAN implementations based on
different technologies including 2G GSM and CDMA, 2.5G
GPRS, 3G UMTS and 4G LTE. Higher generation network
usually has much wider bandwidth and shorter latency than
lower generation network. Many MAR applications [28],
[29], [140], [144], [248]used WWAN for data transition and
communications. One problem of WWAN is high cost of ini-
tial infrastructures investment. Besides, networks supplied by
different providers are incompatible and users usually have
to manually switch different networks. However, WWAN is
still the most popular, sometimes the only, solution for MAR
communication as it is the only available technology for wide
public environments at present.

2) WIRELESS LOCAL AREA NETWORK (WLAN)
WLAN works in a much smaller scope but with higher
bandwidth and lower latency. Wi-Fi and MIMO are two
typical WLANs. WLAN has become popular and is suit-
able for indoor applications. Many MAR applications [24],
[124], [145], [173] were built on WLAN based architecture.
However, limited coverage may constrain it be used in wide
public environments.
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TABLE 6. A table comparing different types of wireless networks for MAR applications.

TABLE 7. Networking Needs and Limitations in MAR applications.

3) WIRELESS PERSONAL AREA NETWORK (WPAN)
WPAN is designed to interconnect devices, such as mobile
phones, PDAs and computers, centered around individual
workspace. There are many WPAN implementations includ-
ing Bluetooth, ZigBee and UWB. Bluetooth and ZigBee are
usually used for position tracking and data transmission [41],
[53], [78], [174], whereas UWB is major for tracking. WPAN
has many advantages including small volume, low power
consumption and high bandwidth, but it is not suitable for
application with wide whereabouts.

Table 6 gives comparison of several wireless networks used
in MAR applications. All technologies have their drawbacks.
We can leverage advantages of different networks to improve
performance if multiple wireless networks overlap. However,
it requires manually switching between different networks.
Reference [249] proposed a wireless overlay network concept
to choice the most appropriate available networks for use.
It was totally transparent for applications and users to switch
between different networks.

VII. DATA MANAGEMENT
Any practical MAR application requires efficient data man-
agement to acquire, organize and store large quantities of
data. It is nature to design dedicated data management for
specified applications, but it can not be reused and scaled
for other applications. We require more flexible strategies to
present and manage data source so as to make it available for
different applications.

A. DATA ACQUISITION
MAR requires a dataset model of user environment
which includs geometrical models and semantic description.

Many applications create such model manually, whereas
scaling it to a wide region is impractical. Data conversion
from legacy geographic databases, such as GIS, is a con-
venient approach. Reitmayr and schmalstieg [173] extracted
geographic information from a network of routes for pedes-
trians. Schmalstieg et al. [28] extracted footprints infor-
mation of buildings from 2D GIS database. Some works
constructed environmental model from architectural plans.
Hollerer [24] created building structures from 2D map out-
lines of Columbia campus. As legacy database normally does
not contain all necessary information, the method requires
knowledge from other fields to complete modeling.

Field Survey with telemetry tools is also widely used
to obtain environmental geometry data. Joseph et al. [250]
developed a semi-automatic survey system by using fiducial
markers to guide a robot for measurement, based on which
Schmalstieg et al. [28] employed Leica Total Station TPS700
theodolite to scan indoor structure of buildings. The cloud
point results were loaded into a view editor for manual con-
struction of floors, walls and other elements. They further
used a robot for surveying automatically. Output cloud points
could be converted into DFX format using software packages,
which was friendly to 3D applications. Results from mea-
surement are prone to inaccuracy and noise. Besides, discrete
cloud points require interpolation to rebuild cartographic pre-
sentation.

Many MAR browsers [92], [93] concerned location-based
services augmented with web information. They used geo-
location information, images and QR markers to search cor-
related contents through Internet. Results were retrieved and
overlaid on current view on mobile phones. Recent products
including Google Earth and Semapedia offer geo-referenced
geometry data through community efforts, which are easy
to access through Internet. Hossmann et al. [251] developed
application to gather environmental data through users report
of their current activities. The environmental data coverage
explodes as users increase.

B. DATA MODELING
MAR Applications potentially do not access the same
abstraction or presentation of dataset even with the
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same resource. Besides, it is difficult to guarantee presen-
tation consistency if any change cannot be traced back to
the original resource. High-level data model is required to
decouple underlying resource from upper logic changes.
A data model is a conceptual model to hide data details so as
to facilitate understanding, representation and manipulation
in a uniform manner.

Researchers at Vienna University of Technology proposed
a 3-tier [28], [173] data model. The first tier was a database.
The second tier linked database and application by translating
raw data from database to specified data structure. The third
tier was a container where all applications resided. The sec-
ond tier decoupled data from presentation so that applications
did not have to understand data details. Basic abstract types
such as ObjectType and SpatialObjectType were predefined
that application types could derive from. The XML object
tree was interpreted in a geometrical way so that data storage
and presentation were linked and consistent. As data were
modeled with nodes, it may increase search computation for
rendering engine when several information was not required.

Nicklas and Mitschang [153] also proposed a 3-layer
model including client device layer, federation layer and
server layer. The server layer stored resource for entire sys-
tem. It could be geographical data, users’ locations or virtual
objects. A top-level object Nexus Object was designed, from
which all objects such as sensors, spatial objects and event
objects could inherite. The federation layer provided trans-
parent data access to upper layer using a register mechanism.
It decomposed query from client layer and then dispatched
them to registers for information access. The federation layer
guaranteed consistent presentation even if data servers sup-
plied inconsistent data. The model separated underlying data
operations from client layer, but it increased access delay
due to delegation mechanism. Multiple copies of object on
different servers caused data inconsistence.

Other than traditional 3-layer structure, Tonnis [159] pro-
posed a 4-layer data model. The bottom layer is a dynamic
peer-to-peer system to provide basic connectivity and com-
munication services. The second layer supplied generalMAR
functions such as tracking, sensor management and envi-
ronmental presentation. The third layer contained high-level
functional modules composed of sub-layer components to
offer application related functions for top layer that directly
interacted with users and third-part systems. Virtual object
were represented by object identifier virtualObjectID and
their types, which were bound to a table data structure
object_properties containing linking information. A data
structure object_relations was proposed to describe object
relationships. A special template was also used to store rep-
resentative information. The flat and separate data model
was more flexible and efficient for different application and
rendering requirements.

C. DATA STORAGE
Since no global data repository exists, researchers have to
build private data infrastructure for their MAR applications.

Hollerer et al. [23], [24] constructed a relational central
database to access meta-data based on client-server archi-
tecture. A data replication infrastructure was applied to dis-
tribute data to various clients. Piekarski and Thomas [155]
and Piekarski and Bruce [156] implemented hierarchical
database storage which stored and retrieved objects using
hierarchical path names similar to a file system. It used virtual
directories to create and store objects without understand-
ing creation details. Reitmayr and Schmalstieg [114], [173]
used a file system to organize application data in their
early implementation. As file system is efficient for unstruc-
tured dataset whereas MAR data is usually well structured,
Schmalstieg et al. [28], [53], [143] adopted a XML database
with a XML-based query strategy, which was proven more
flexible and efficient. Wagner and Schmalstieg [151] devel-
oped a middleware named Muddleware to facilitate database
access. It had a server-side state machine to respond to any
database changes. An independent thread was dispatched
to control database server. Nicklas and Mitschang [153]
advocated a multi-server infrastructure to decouple different
data processes but it had problem of data inconsistence as
data copies were deployed on multiple servers. Conventional
database technologies were also widely used to store and
access various resources in manyMAR applications. In terms
of massive data storage technologies, from user’s point of
view, the important issue is how to get to the most relevant
information with the least effort and how to minimize infor-
mation overload.

VIII. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AND SUSTAINABILITY
Most MAR applications suffers from poor computing capa-
bility and limited energy supply. To develop applications for
practical use we should consider issues of runtime perfor-
mance and energy efficiency. From the developers’ point of
view, we should make design and development decisions
based on careful task analysis.

A. RUNTIME PERFORMANCE
Recent years we have witnessed great efforts to improve run-
time performance for mobile applications. A speedup from
hardware, software and rendering improvements, ranging
from a few times to hundreds of times, has been achieved
during the past decade.

1) MULTICORE CPU PARALLELISM
There aremany off-the-shelf multicore CPU processors avail-
able for mobile devices, such as dual-core Apple A6 CPU and
quad-core ARM Cortex-A9 CPU. [315] reported that about
88% mobile phones would be equipped with multicore CPU
by 2013. Multicore CPU consumes less energy than single
core CPU with similar throughput because each core works
at much lower clock frequency and voltage. Most MAR
applications are composed of several basic tasks including
camera access, pose tracking, network communication and
rendering. Wagner and Schmalstieg [261] parallelized basic
tasks for speedup. Since camera access was I/O bound rather
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than CPU bound, they run camera reading in a separate
thread. Herling and Broll [307] leveraged multicore CPUs to
accelerate SURF on mobile phones by treating each detected
feature independently and assigning different features to dif-
ferent threads. Takacs et al. [316] separated detection and
tracking into different threads for parallelization. The system
run at 7∼10 fps on a 600MHz single-core CPU. Multithread
technology is not popular forMAR applications as computing
context is much more stringent than desktop computers. CPU
and other accelerators are integrated into single processor
system-on-chip (SoC) to share system bus. It requires intel-
ligent scheme to schedule threads to share data and avoid
access conflict.

2) GPU COMPUTING
Most mobile devices are now equipped with mobile graphics
processing unit (GPU). There are many mobile GPUs includ-
ing Qualcomm SnapDragon SoC with Adreno 225 GPU,
TI OMAP5 SoC with PowerVR SGX 544 and Nvidia
Tegra 3 SoC with ULP GeForce. Mobile GPU is develop-
ing toward programmable rendering pipeline. In order to
facilitate mobile GPU programming, Khronos Group pro-
posed a low-level graphics programming interface named
OpenGL ES [252]. It supports per vertex and per pixel
operations by using vertex and pixel (or fragment) shaders,
which are C-like program code snippets that run on GPUs.
The programmability and inherent high parallel architecture
awake research interests in general computing acceleration
beyond graphics rendering, namely general-purpose com-
puting on GPU (GPGPU). However, it is complicated to
program shaders as we have to map algorithms and data
structure to graphics operations and data types. To alleviate
the problem, Khronos Group released high-level APIs named
OpenCL [253]. They also released the embedded profile of
OpenCL for mobile devices.

Profile results [82], [118], [123] have shown that track-
ing is a major performance bottleneck for most MAR
applications. Many works accelerated feature tracking and
recognition with GPU on mobile devices. Wutte [254] imple-
mented SURF on hybrid CPU and GPU with OpenGL ES
2.0. Since compression and search processes run on CPU,
it required frequent data transmissions between CPU and
GPU. Kayombya [255] leveraged mobile GPU to accelerate
SIFT feature extraction with OpenGL ES 2.0. They broke
down the process into pixel-rate sub-process and keypoint-
rate sub-process and then projected them as kernels for
stream processing on GPU. It took about 0.9s to 100%
match keypoint positions with an image of size 200*200.
Singhal et al. [256], [257] developed several image process-
ing tools including Harris corner detector and SURF for
handheld GPUs with OpenGL ES 2.0. They pre-computed
neighboring texture coordinates in the vertex shader to
avoid dependent texture reading for filtering in fragment
shader. Other optimizations such as lower precision and tex-
ture compression were used to gain further improvements.
Their GPU-based SURF implementation cost about 0.94s

for image of size 800*480, about 1.81x speedup compar-
ing to CPU implementation. Hofmann [258] also imple-
mented SURF on mobile GPU with OpenGL ES 2.0. The
method used mipmaps to obtain scale-aware, sub-pixel-
accurate Haar wavelet sampling. It took about 0.4s to extract
1020 SURF-36 descriptors from image of size 512*384 on
mobile phones. Leskela et al. [259] conducted several image
processing tests on mobile GPU with OpenCL. The results
were inspiring. However, in order to save energy consump-
tion, mobile GPU is designed with low memory bandwidth
and a few stream processors (SPs) and instruction set is also
reduced.

Baek et al. [260] propose a parallel processing scheme
using CPU an GPU for the MAR applications. The scheme
processes feature extraction techniques in the CPU as it will
perform better and faster; and the feature description in the
GPU. The proposed present and innovative scheme that out-
performs CPU only and sequential CPU-GPU schemes in
AR scenarios.

3) CACHE EFFICIENCY
Many mobile devices have tiny on-chip caches around CPU
and GPU to reduce latency of external memory access. For
instance, Nvidia Tegra series mobile GPUs have a vertex
cache for vertex fetching and a pixel and a texture caches
for pixel shader. The caches are connected to a L2 cache
via system bus. Memory is designed to be small to reduce
energy consumption on mobile devices. Cache miss is there-
fore more expensive than desktop computers. Wagner and
Schmalstieg [261] transmitted vertex data in interleaving
way to improve cache efficiency. They further employed
vertex buffer objects (VBOs) for static meshes.Many systems
leveragemultithreading technologies to hidememory latency.
PowerVR SGX5xx GPU [262] scheduled operations from
a pool of fragments when a fragment waited for texture
requests. The method was effective but not energy-efficient.
Besides, mobile CPU and GPU only had a few thread wraps
due to power constraint, which might not hide cache misses
efficiently.

Arnau et al. [263] decoupled pixel and texture access
from fragment operations. The architecture fetched data ear-
lier than it would be used so as to hide cache latency
when it was used. It achieved 93% performance of
a highly threaded implementation on desktop computer.
Hofmann [258] employed mipmap technology for Haar sam-
pling. The method obtained a beneficial side effect of signif-
icant cache efficiency as it reduced texture fetch operations
from 64 to 1. Cache optimization is usually an ad hoc
solution for specified problem. For instance, in [264], as
problem dimension increased, data had to be stored in
off-chipmemory as on-chipGPU cachewas not large enough.
Their method was only capable for small dimensional prob-
lem. Performance improvement depends on both available
hardware and problem to solve. A side benefit of cache
saving is to reduce bus accesses and alleviate bandwidth
traffic.
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4) MEMORY BANDWIDTH SAVING
Most mobile devices adopt share storage architecture to
reduce energy consumption and cost. CPU, GPU and other
processors use common system bus to share memory, which
makes bandwidth scarce and busy. Besides, bandwidth is
designed to be small for low energy cost. Reference [265]
reported that annual processor computational capability grew
by 71% whereas bandwidth only by 25%, so bandwidth is
more prone to be bottleneck than computation power. Date
compression is usually used to alleviate the problem. Color,
depth and stencil buffer data were compressed to reduce
transmission on system bus [266], [267].

Texture is also compressed before it is stored in constant
memory. As slight degradation of image quality is acceptable
due to filter and mipmap operations during texture map-
ping, lossy compressions can be used to further reduce data.
Moller and Strom [268] and Strom andMoller [269] proposed
a hardware rasterization architecture to compress texture
on mobile devices. It reduced memory bandwidth by 53%.
Singhal et al. [257] stored texture with low precise pixel for-
mat such as RGB565, RGBA5551 and RGBA444 to reduce
data occupation. Wagner and Schmalstieg [162] used native
pixel format YUV12 for images captured by built-in cameras
to reduce image storage.

5) RENDERING IMPROVEMENT
3D graphics rendering is one of the most computational
intensive tasks on mobile device. Duguet and Drettakis [270]
proposed a point-based method to reduce model presentation
for cheap 3D rendering on mobile device. They represented
model mesh as hierarchical points and rendered parts of
them according to computational power of mobile devices.
Setlur et al. [271] observed limitation of human perception
for unimportant objects on small display screen. They aug-
mented important objects and eliminated unimportant stuff
to reduce rendering. It is an approximate rendering as some
information is discarded in final result. Another approxi-
mate rendering method is programmable culling unit (PCU)
proposed by Hasselgren and Moller [272]. It excluded
pixel shader whose contribution to entire block of pixels is
smaller than zero. The method obtained 2 times performance
improvement with about 14% to 28% bandwidth saving.

It could degrade to lossy rendering if contribution factor
was set to be greater than zero. Traditional immediate mode
rendering (IMR) mode updates entire buffer through pipeline
immediately.Mobile on-chipmemory and cache are too small
and rendering data has to be stored in off-chip memory.
Fuchs et al. [273] proposed a tile-based rendering (TBR) to
divide data into subsets. It performed rasterization per tile
other than entire frame buffer. As tiny data was required
for each tile rendering, data for a tile can be stored in
on-chip memory to improve cache and bandwidth effi-
ciency. Imagination Technologies Company delivered several
TBR-based PowerVR series GPUs [262] for mobile devices.
As triangles were required to sort for each tile, additional

computation would increase computational cost and band-
width usage. Performance gain depends on scene geome-
try structure. It obtains greater performance improvement if
overdraw is high, while it may be less efficient than IMR if
scene is full of long and thin triangles.

6) COMPUTATION OUTSOURCING
As rapid advances in high bandwidth, low latency and wide
deployment of wireless network, it is feasible to outsource
computational intensive and even entire workloads to remote
server and cloud.

a: LOCAL-RENDERING REMOTE-COMPUTING (LRRC)
Computational tasks are outsourced to remote server for
acceleration and results are retrieved back to client for ren-
dering and further processes. Chang and Ger [274] proposed
an image-based rendering (IBR) method to display complex
models on mobile devices. They used a computational inten-
sive ray-tracing algorithm to get depth image of geometry
model on the server. The depth image contained rendering
data such as view matrix, color and depth buffers, which
were sent back to client mobile devices for rendering with
a wrapping equation [275]. It could run about 6 fps on a
206MHz StrongArm mobile processor. Fritz et al. [212] con-
ducted object detection and recognition with a modified SIFT
algorithm on server to search database for object information
descriptor, which was sent back to client for annotation.
It run 8 times faster with 98% accuracy than original imple-
mentation. Chen et al. [145] streamed live videos on mobile
phone to remote server, on which a SURF-based recognition
engine was used to obtain features. It took only 1.0 second
recognition latency to detect 150 SURF features from each
320*240 frame. Gu et al. [276] conducted marker detection
on server and processed graphics rendering on mobile client.
Captured live video was compressed with YUV420 format to
reduce data transmission.

b: REMOTE-RENDERING REMOTE-COMPUTING (R3C)
computational and rendering tasks are both outsourced
to remote servers and client mobile devices are used as
display and user interface. Pasman and Woodward [123]
imported the ARToolkit onto remote server for marker track-
ing. Virtual overlays were blended with captured images
on server side, which were encoded and sent back to
client for display. It took about 0.8s to visualize a 3D
model with 60,000 polygons on a PDA ten years ago.
Lamberti et al. [277] visualized 3D scene on remote clus-
ters by using Chromium system to split computational task.
Results were reassembled and sent back to client PDA as still
images stream. It could display complex models realistically
at interactive frame rate. They [278] further transmit video
stream to server. The server could tailor results according
to screen resolution and bandwidth to guarantee realtime
performance.

With fast development of wireless network and cloud com-
puting technologies, a fewworks imported computational and
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rendering tasks into cloud to gain performance improvement.
Luo [279] proposed conception of Cloud-Mobile Conver-
gence for Virtual Reality (CMCVR) to improve VR/AR sys-
tem based on cloud-based infrastructure. He implemented a
complicated vision-based gesture interface based on original
system. Runtime performance was almost not impacted with
help of cloud computing. Lu et al. [280] outsourced whole
task on cloud. User input was projected to cloud and rendered
screen was compressed and sent back to mobile devices for
display.

In R3C, as only rendered images are required for display on
client mobile devices, transmitted data amount is irrelevant to
complexity of virtual scene. In addition, it is free of applica-
tion migration and compatible problems because all tasks are
completed on server and cloud. Both LRRC and R3C suffer
from several common problems. The performance is limited
by network characteristics including shielding, bandwidth
and latency. Data compression alleviates bandwidth traffic
to a certain extent at the price of additional computations.
In [281] and [282], several principles in terms of bandwidth
and computational workload were proposed to guide usage
of computation offloading. Comparing to local computation,
remote computation also has privacy security problem.

c: APPROXIMATE COMPUTING
The first ingredient of approximate computing is a system
that can trade off accuracy for efficiency. Xu et al. [283],
Mittal [284], and Han and Orshansky [285] describe the
reasons behind approximate computing and explore the cur-
rent approximation techniques in hardware and software.
This trade off can bring real-time speeds in very complex
computational task such as image processing and sensing
(i.e., GPS location, motion sensors). Moreau et al. [286]
propose a hardware approximate computing approach in form
of a flexible FPGA-based neural network for approximate
programs. Their hardware approach demonstrates higher
speeds and better energy savings for current applications that
use neural networks as accelerators. In [287], it describes
a framework to facilitate application resilient characteriza-
tion (ARC) to bring approximate computing closer to main-
stream adoption so future adopters of this technique can
analyze and characterize the resilience of their applications.
Vassiliadis et al. [288] propose a framework for energy-
constrained execution with controlled and graceful quality
loss. A simple programming model allows developers to
structure the computation in different tasks, and to express
the relative importance of these tasks for the quality of
the end result. Furthermore, Sampson et al. [289] describe
ACCEPT, a compiler framework for approximation that
balances automation with programming guidance. Authors
demonstrate that ACCEPT can improve end-to-end perfor-
mance with very low quality degradation. Although, approx-
imate computing is still in early steps, MAR applications
that can tolerate imprecision (i.e., image recognition, motion
sensing, location) can be far more efficient, in terms of energy
saving and speed, when we let them operate imprecisely.

B. ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Survey [290] has revealed that battery life is one of the most
studied problem for handheld users. It is especially empha-
sized for MAR application due to their power-hungry nature.
Energy consumption can be addressed at various levels from
hardware platform, sensor, network and tracking algorithms
to user interaction. Rodriguez and Crowcroft [291] gave a
detailed survey on energy management for mobile devices.
Most methods mentioned are also suitable for MAR appli-
cations. In this section we investigate several power saving
technologies not mentioned in the survey, but may be useful
for MAR applications. Semiconductor principle proves that
power consumption is exponential to frequency and volt-
age. Single core CPU improves computational performance
with an exponential jump in power consumption, whereas
multicore CPU improves performance at the cost of linear
increment in power consumption attributed to the fact that
each core run at low frequency and voltage when workload
is allocated to multiple cores. Nvidia [292] showed a 40%
power improvement by using multicore low-frequency CPU.
High parallelism at low clock frequency is much more energy
efficient than low parallelism at high clock frequency. MAR
applications can also benefits energy saving from leveraging
multicore CPU for performance acceleration .

Energy consumption is also proportional to memory
access. It is an efficient way to reduce energy consump-
tion by limiting memory access and bandwidth traffic.
Arnau et al. [263] decoupled memory access from fragment
calculation to obtain 34% energy saving. Bandwidth sav-
ing technologies, such as PCU [272], TBR [262] and data
compression [266], [267], also reduce energy consumption
as long as energy reduction is greater than energy exhausted
by additional operations. Sohn et al. [293] designed a low-
power 3D mobile graphics processor by dynamic config-
uration of memory according to bandwidth requirements.
It reduced power consumption by partly activation of local
memory to meet 3D rendering operations. We can save
energy by putting task and hardware components that do
not work to sleep . Clock gating [266] is widely used in
the design of mobile devices for energy saving from circuit
level. Mochocki et al. [294] employed dynamic voltage and
frequency scaling (DVFS) technology to optimize mobile 3D
rendering pipeline based on previous analytical results. The
method was able to reduce power consumption by 40%. For
client-server based applications, the network interfaces are
idle in most time to wait for data. It was scheduled to work
asynchronously to interleave with other tasks so as to save
energy consumption [261].

Computation offloading also conditionally improves
energy efficiency. Kumar and Lu [295] proposed a model to
evaluate energy consumption by using computation offload-
ing methods. It indicated that energy improvement depend on
computation, wireless bandwidth and data amount to transmit
through network. System also benefits from energy efficiency
if a large amount of computation is offloaded with limited
data to transmit. Kosta et al. [296] proposed a ThinkAir
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framework to help developers migrate mobile applications
to the cloud. The framework provided method-level com-
putation offloading. It used multiple virtual machine (VM)
images to parallelize method execution. Furthermore apart
from the assistance to be provided by remote cloud
servers [296]–[299] it can also be provided by nearby
cloudlets [300]–[303], or even by nearby mobile
devices [304]–[306]. In all these cases, if it is properly done
the computation offloading improves the performance of the
application while spends less power. Since MAR is typical
computationally intensive and current network bandwidth is
relative high, most MAR applications obtain energy benefit
from computation offloading.

C. PERFORMANCE VS. ENERGY EFFICIENCY
As mobile processors are usually designed with emphasis
on lower power consumption rather than performance [264],
energy efficiency is even more important than performance
onmobile devices. In certain conditions, performance promo-
tion also improves energy efficiency, whereas in other cases
it increases energy consumption. If we improve performance
with operation reduction such as decreasing data amount
and memory access [262], [266], [267], it will also decrease
power consumption; if we improve performance by using
more powerful hardware [258], [307], it will increase energy
consumption. In most cases ‘‘increasing’’ method obtain
higher performance gain than ‘‘decreasing’’ waywith the cost
of higher energy consumption. A more practical solution is
to combine them by fully using available computing resource
with the consideration of energy saving.

IX. CHALLENGING PROBLEMS
The continuously increasing needs of the MAR application
users increase the competition between application devel-
opers to build more attractive, fancier and more innovative
applications. The technological advancements can not follow
this pace and this forces mobile developers to adapt solutions
such as computation outsourcing, as we presented in the pre-
vious section. However, there exist various other obstacles,
such as the battery capabilities of smart devices and commu-
nication delay between them and the cloud servers, that the
application developers need to wait for the proper technology
to be available and affordable. We discuss such limitations
and we comment on the uniqueness and the innovativeness
of the MAR applications in Section IX-A. Apart from the
technical challenges in MAR, there exist various concerns
regarding the security and the privacy of such applications.
Section IX-B contains more details about these and
Section IX-C discuss the social acceptance of MAR devices
from people.

A. TECHNOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS
MARdevelopments aremostly based on various technologies
as mentioned above. Many problems such as network QoS
deficiency and display limitations remain unsolved in their
own fields. Some problems are induced by the combination

of multiple technologies. Below we discuss the open issues
in various technological sections.

1) ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The batteries of mobile devices are designed to be sustainable
for common functions such as picture capturing and Internet
access, which are supposed to be used at intervals. MAR
applications require long-time cooperation of cameras captur-
ing, GPS receiving and Internet connection. These tasks, by
being energy hungry evenwhen they are working alone, when
working together drain the battery very quickly. So, in order
for MAR applications to be able to be deployed in common
mobile devices, an improvement in the common batteries
is needed. Approximate Computing can deal with energy
hungry MAR applications by reducing the accuracy of heavy
computations but this process, if not properly conducted,
can compromise the performance of the application and the
quality of UX.

2) LOW-LEVEL MAR LIBRARIES
Although there is a fast progress in the areas of computa-
tion offloading, cooperative computing and more generally
on network assisted technologies, many MAR systems are
designed to be self-contained to make it free from envi-
ronmental support. Self-support is emphasized to map com-
pletely unknown surroundings and improve user experience.
However, this decision introduces complexity and limita-
tions. For instance, many systems employ visual feature
method to get rid of deployed visual markers, but deficiencies
of heavy computational overhead and poor robustness make
the system even less applicable for most applications. Follow-
ing this monolithic apporach, most MAR application devel-
opers reimplement the basic functionalities that are required
by their applications. Besides, what useful annotations can
be expected if we know nothing about the environment? It is
still unclear about the necessity to make it universal for com-
pletely unprepared surroundings. With the development of
pervasive computing and Internet of Things (IoT), computing
and identification are woven into the fabric of daily life and
indistinguishable from environments. Such systems should
be deeply integrated with environment other than isolated
from it. Another reason to emphasize self-support is outdoor
usage. A study case showed that GPS usage coverage was
much lower than expected [308]. As GPS was shielded in
indoor environments, it indicated that users may spent most
of their time indoors, so there may be not so great urgency
to make system completely self-contained. So, in order for
MAR applications to be able to be more deployable and
assist application developers to produce functional MAR
applications, we argue that system level support for the basic
functionalities, like object tracking, positioning, computation
offloading and others, is needed.

3) KILLER MAR APPLICATIONS
Most existing MAR applications are only prototypes for
experiment and demonstration purposes. MAR has great
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potential to change our ways to interact with real world, but
it still lacks killer applications to show its capabilities, which
may make it less attractive for most users. Breakthrough
applications aremore likely to provide a way for drivers to see
through buildings to avoid cars coming from cross streets or
help backhoe operator to watch out fiber-optic cables buried
underground in the field. We have witness similar experience
for Virtual Reality (VR) development during past decades,
so we should create feasible applications to avoid risk of the
same damage toMARas seenwhenVRwas turned from hype
to oblivion. Smart glasses is a milestone device to raise public
interest but it is still stuck with absence of killer applications.

4) NETWORKING
Another crucial problem is the network requirements due to
the computation offloading and the remote access to cloud
databases for virtual objects. The requirement for high user
quality of experience, that depends on the frame rate of
the MAR application, implies that the remotely executed
parts of the application have be processed in a remote
server with which the mobile user has low communication
delay. Unfortunately, this implies the deployment of edge
computing clusters, which have a high monetary cost. The
soon-to-be-available 5G together with recent research works
have provision regarding the experience improvement of the
so-called killer applications for MAR [309]–[311]. Further-
more, many high accurate tracking approaches are avail-
able in computer vision fields but they can not be directly
used on mobile devices due to limited computing capability.
We have discussed technology related challenges in previous
sections. Several papers [4], [8], [24] also made detailed
investigation of it.

5) DATA MANAGEMENT
Apart from the networking issues, there exist a huge space
for improvement in virtual object management. Most MAR
applications have pre-stored all the virtual objects that can
potentially visualise in the screen but this tactic, apart from
increasing the needs of the application, imposes serious
constraints in the potential functionalities of it. We argue
that a MAR killer application should get the virtual objects
from cloud databases using efficient caching and prefetching
techniques. In this way, sky is the limit in the number and
categories of them. Also, publicly available virtual object
cloud databases can be shared by multiple applications and
allow application developers to focus only on the functional-
ities of the applications and not on the object collection and
their registration and association with other characteristics
like location.

6) UI/UX
The design of user friendly UI, and empowering UX for
MAR applications are important aspects that developers and
researchers need to address in theirMAR approaches.Most of
the previous work mention the necessity of some guidelines
to achieve a clear interface that enhance users to interact with
the AR content. Furthermore, future work has to focus in

collaborative environments where users can share and interact
with other users. Researchers need to find better ways to
personalize the current AR content to enhance the UX. The
interaction with AR objects does not always need to be an
analogy of real-world interactions (i.e., hand rotation to rotate
objects), as some participants suggested other faster methods
to interact with them (i.e., move finger up and down to
rotate the AR object). The interaction user-AR content has
to be fluent and give accurate feedback in order to maintain
good user experience. Furthermore, MAR applications need
to provide a useful experience with relevant information, that
improve the flow experience.

MAR also has several intrinsic problems from technology
aspect, which are very much underexplored but worth great
consideration. We address these challenges in the following
sections.

B. SECURITY AND PRIVACY
Privacy and security are especially important for MAR due
to various potential invasion sources including personal iden-
tification, location tracking and private data storage. Many
MAR applications depend on personal location information
to provide services. For instance, in client-server applications,
user’s position is transmitted to third-party server for tracking
and analysis, which may be collected over time to trace user
activity. It is more serious for collaborativeMAR applications
as users have to share information with others, which not
only provides opportunity for others to snoop around private
information but also raise concern of how to trust quality
and authenticity of user-generated information supplied by
others. ReadMe [17], for example, is an innovative real-
time recommendation system for MAR ecosystems. The role
of ReadMe is to provide the adequate object to render on
the user’s screen based on the user’s context. The systems
analyse the user’s characteristics and the dynamic features
of the mobile environment in order to decide which objects
need to be rendered. However, the authors or ReadMe do not
consider the users’ concerns about the required data that make
the system functional and the recommendations suitable.
To guarantee privacy safety, we require both trust models for
data generation and certification mechanisms for data access.
But the generated data from such systems are usually not
stored locally and this fact raises privacy concerns to the
users. Google Glass is a popular example to show users’
concern about privacy. Although it is not widely delivered,
it has already raised privacy concern that users can identify
strangers by using facial recognition or surreptitiously record
and broadcast private conversations.

Acquisti et al. [312] discussed privacy problem of facial
recognition for AR applications. Their experiment implied
that users could obtain inferable sensitive information by
face matching against facial images from online sources
such as social network sites (SNS). They proposed sev-
eral privacy guidelines including openness, use limitation,
purpose specification and collection limitation to protect
privacy use. There is a big concern about privacy in Big Data
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and AR ecosystems [101]. The privacy concern is a seri-
ous issue nowadays, although individual data is fragmented
or even hashed there are already studies that suggest that
is possible to correlate individual patterns from Big Data
sources of information. AR and MAR applications should
follow some guidelines (i.e., forceful laws and regulation) to
avoid privacy leakage or malicious purposes. In the context
of Visual Privacy, Shu et al. [313] implemented Cardea,
a context aware visual privacy protection framework from
pervasive cameras. Cardea allows mobile users to avoid hav-
ing their photo taken by non familiar people while allows
hand gestures that give flexibility to the users. Furthermore,
the same authors implemented an updated version of Cardea
that allows both hand gestures and visual tags [314].

C. SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE
Many factors such as device intrusion, privacy and safety con-
siderations may affect social acceptance of MAR. To reduce
system intrusion, we should both miniaturize computing and
display devices and supply a nature interactive interface.
Early applications equipped with backpack laptop computer
and HMDs introduce serious device intrusion. Progress in
miniaturization and performance of mobile devices alleviate
the problem to certain extent, but they do not work in a nature
way. Users have to raise their hands to point cameras at real
objects during system operation, which may cause physical
fatigue for users. The privacy problem is also seriously con-
cerned. A ‘‘Stop the Cyborgs’’ movement has attempted to
convince people to ban Google Glass in their premises. Many
companies also post anti-Google Glass signs in their offices.
As MAR distracts users’ attention from real world, it also
induce safety problems when users are operating motor vehi-
cles or walking in the streets. All these issues work together
to hurdle the social acceptance of MAR technology.

X. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we provide a complete and detailed survey
of the advances in mobile augmented reality in terms of
application fields, user interfaces and experience metrics,
system components, object tracking and registration, network
connectivity and data management, system performance and
sustainability and we conclude with challenging problems.
Although there are still several problems from technical and
application aspects, it is estimated one of the most promising
mobile applications. MAR has become an important manner
to interact with real world and will change our daily life.

The booming development in cloud computing and wire-
less networks, mobile cloud computing becomes a new trend
to combine the high flexibility of mobile devices and the
high-performance capabilities of cloud computing. It will
play a key role in MAR applications since it can under-
take heavy computational tasks to save energy and extend
battery lifetime. Furthermore, cloud services for MAR appli-
cations can operate as caches and decrease the compu-
tational cost for both MAR devices and cloud providers.
As MAR applications run on a remote server, we can also

overcome limitations of mobile operating systems with help
of mobile browsers. It is possible to combines multiple
mobile devices for cooperative mobile computing which
will be suitable for collaborative MAR applications such as
multi-player games, collaborative design and virtual meeting.
Although there are still several problems such as bandwidth
limitation, service availability, heterogeneity and security,
mobile cloud computing and cooperative mobile computing
seem promising new technologies to promote MAR devel-
opment to a higher level. Present MAR applications are
mostly limited tomobile phones.We believe that thesemobile
devices are transient choices for MAR as they are not origi-
nally designed for MAR purpose. They happen to be suitable
but not perfect for it. Only dedicated devices such as Google
Glass, Microsoft Hololens and Madgaze can fully explore
potential capability ofMARbut in their current state they luck
of resources. As the development of mobile computing and
wearable computers such as AR glass and wristwatch devices
is keeping pace, we look forward to its renaissance.
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